



(S p e c ia l T o  T he  D a i ly  C o u r ie r )
NELSON—Nelson Daily News City Editor Ron Lawrence i 
;onfirmcd today tiiat I he Daily Courier's exclusive story ofj 
ast Wednesday reporting a Freedomite exodus from the 
Dkanagan was correct in every detail.
Mr. Lawrence said that about the time The Courier was 
going to press with the banner story, he was returning to Nel­
son from Krestova with a similar story, but, since The News 
is u morning paper, he was unable to go to press until Thursday.
He said Krestova leaders of the Frecdomites had told him 
‘‘in order to protect sectarians from further murderous attacks 
on the Sons of Freedom, wc have dispatched couriers to the 
Okanagan to recall all members to Krestova."
He said Freedomite leaders confirmed The Daily Courier 
story of the Sons of Freedom cxtxlus. Also, Mr. Lawrence 
said, a Kelowna radio station’s broadcast of last Friday stat­
ing Doukhobor workers were still here in force in packing­
houses and other employment is just as correct. Explanation 
given to Mr. Lawrence is that those still here are mostly 
Orthodox Doukhobors, but, he said, Freedomite leaders main­
tain practically all Sons of Freedom members had returned.
(The Daily ■ Courier story of Wednesday reported that 
SONS OF FREEDOM and not “Doukhobors” in toto wede 
leaving the Valley. Ihc Courier’s sources were unimpeachable 
RCMP sources at Nelson, Crescent Valley and Trail and were 
mentioned by name.)
Mr. Lawrence, who has made a prolonged study of the 
Krestova group and has just returned from a second trip to 
the Freedomite HO, told The Courier that opinion in the 
Kootenays is that the charges of murderous attack, hurled by 
the Krestovians is due to a call made by Vernon mayor Frank 
Becker who called for vigilante action.
He said “this is just what the Freedomites wanted . . . 
they arc looking for excuses to make themselves out as ‘martyrs’ 
and pretend they are being discriminated against . . . the Sons 
of Freedom would like to sec that much importance given to 
their religious beliefs . . . they would like to sec vigilante 
action so that they could set themselves up as martyrs and 
accent the persecution angle . . .  this ^oup is blighted with 
fanaticism and blindly follow their leaders . . . if a leader was 
to tell them that George Washington had returned from the 
' dead to lead vigilantes against them, they would believe it . . . 
we are dealing here with one of the most complex situations 
in the world.”
T T l T% • !  ^  •T h e  D a i l y  C o u r ie r
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Five y o u n g  Freedomites 
awaiting a bomb conspiracy 
trial are expected to appear 
at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday at 
Vernon courthouse to be re­
leased on bail. The five are cur­
rently in Oakalla jail.
Bonds totalling $50,000 to 
cover bail will be posted by 10 
Nelson Freedomites who have 
already signed bond affidavits 
at Vernon.
KRESTOVA. B. C. (CP) — A 
group of Sons of Freedom Douk­
hobor women Sunday accosted 
Dr. Charles Wright of Trail, 
chairman of the Kootenay-Bound­
ary Citizens Committee on Douk­
hobor Affairs, with the demand 
he ask the RCMP to “stop tak­
ing our young men and bringing 
them home dead in boxes.’'
- Five of the women were- nudes: 
, , AnotheR >twa5, clad only in att 
tunderskirt.





B itterly  Critizes  
Crown Lawyers
VANCOUVER (C P )— The defence bitterly criticized the 
crown today for a delay of more than two years in the laying 
of charges in the bribery-conspiracy case revolving around former 
lands and forests minister Robert Sommers.
Walter Owen, counsel for British Columbia F'orcst Prod­
ucts Limited, said the delay was “probably one of the most dis­
graceful things that ever occurred." He said that no matter 
what the verdict might he against his big timber client, “we 
will still have been injured and damaged beyond recall.”
Mr. Owen opened the defence'.s I until Jan. 9, 1948, being named 
addresses to the jury as the trial in four of the six counts.
meeting in the community hall 
when Dr. Wright arrived. He was 
attempting to locate Freedomite
leaders to discuss the sect's re-j rival although they were ex­
turn to Russia. pected to confer with Russian
injured in the t ’ast and is in hos 
pital at Vancouver. He has been 
charged with illegal use of ex­
plosives.
Dr. Wright heard the women 
out in silence. He then turned, 
walked to his car and drove off. 
GROUP GOES TO OTTAWA
Later Dr. Wright announced 
five Doukhobors, includng one 
of their leadfers;«’fiill Mooijelskjr, 
had gone to Ottawa to slek 
clarification of the federal-prov­
incial offer of financial assistance 
to move back to Russia.
Dr. Wright did not know the 
delegation’s exact plans on ar-
IN KELOWNA this week for 
the 27th annual B.C. Fire 
Chiefs’ College, are chiefs from 
all over B.C. The annual con­
vention is being held in the
B.G. Fife
Aquatic Aug. 26 to 29, during 
which the delegates will learn of 
new methods of fire-fighting, 
new equipment will be display­
ed and entertainment will be
provided. From left are Hon­
orary Chief Fred Gore, Kelow­
na, sec -treasurer W. A. Oswald, 
Chief .1. R. Stanyer of Haney, 
Chief Bill Pearson of Oak Bay.
CAPETOWN (CP)—South Af­
rica’s announced ambitions of be­
coming a republic dedicated to 
the doctrine of white supremacy 
held firm today despite the death 
of Prime Minister Johannes Strij- 
dom.
Strijdom, the stern segregation­
ist who had been South African 
prime minister since 1954 and 
who led his Nationalist party to 
victory in general elections last 
April, died in hospital Sunday of 
a heart ailment cqmplicated by q 
blop4...clot-'of 4un‘g, He : waS 
65.
A state memorial service will 
be held in Groote Kerk here Wed­
nesday. A state funeral with full 
military honors will be held at 
Pretoria next Saturday.
SPEAK IN RUSSIAN
T he women stormed out of the 
hall and approached Dr. Wright 
in a semi-circle, babbling in Rus­
sian.
Through a male Doukhobor In­
terpreter Dr. Wright was told the 
women were demanding that he 
and his committee “ stop the 
RCMP and vigilantes from bring- 
iklng our young men back dead in 
Tboxes. First you take our chil­
dren and now you are .starting 
on our young men.’’
The women were referring to 
the death of Philip Pereveresoff, 
20, near Kelowna. RCMP say he 
•was killed when a home - made 
Iwmb he was making exploded. 
The Freedomites claim he was 
killed when the bomb was thrown 
et him by RCMP and vigilantes.
A second youth was severely
e m b a s s y officials. Mooljelsky 
was one of a group of Freedom­
ites who went to Russia last year 
to ask the Soviet government for 
land for the sect.
An expected meeting of the 
Freedomite fraternal c o u n c i l  
here during the weekend did not 
materialize. Observers felt this 
was due partly to Mooljelsky's 
absence and to the fact many of 
the male Frecdomites have been 
conscripted to fight forest fires 
in the district. ’The RCMP su- 
pccts sect members of setting 
the fires.
This v i l l a g e ,  which houses 
about 1,000 sect members, was 
directly threatened by the fires 
at one time during the weekend 
and many were preparing to 
evacuate. A w i n d  shift later 
saved the buildings.
They'll discuss, arson investi­
gation and forest fires, but some 
200 smoke-eaters at the B.C. Fire 
Chiefs’ 27th annual fire college 
in Kelowna this week still place 
top emphasis on domestic fire 
protection.
College president J . R. Stanyer, liquids and natural gas.-
Haney fire chief for the past 12 
years, said two highly experi­
enced experts at the convention 
will lecture and demonstrate on 
the dangers and. precautions to 
be • considered with flammable
14 Killed In W e s t
By THE CANADIAN PRESS |
'Three tccn-ngcrs killed when 
their car rammed into the rear 
of a trailer truck were among 
the 14 persons who died violently 
in the wc.stern provinces during 
the weekend.
Tl»e te e n '- ngers were killed 
when the driver, blinded by 
.smoke from a nearby fordst fire, 
plowed into the rear of a truck 
near Wc.stlock. 6,5 mllc.s nmth- 
wc.st of Edmdntnn. '
Of the 14 violent detnh.s. eight 
wei'c In traffic mi.shnps, four 
were drownlngs, one was In a 
fire nnd an Infant suffocated In 
hi.s crib at Edmonton.
Alberta had five traffic death.s, 
a auffocation and a flro fatality. 
Brlti.sh Colvimbin had two traffic 
deaths nnd four drownlng.H while 
Saskatchewan had one traffic 
death, No violent deaths wore 
reported in Mnnltobn.
Drown In Ferry
resumed for its 59th day after a 
two-week adjournment.
Charged besides the former 
m.inister who resigned in 1956 but 
still is a member of the legisla­
ture, arc H. W. Gray, John Gray, 
and Charles D. Schultz.
Also involved are B.C. Forest 
Products Company, Pacific Coast 
Services Limited, Evergreen 
Lumber Sales Limited and the 
C. D. Schultz Company Limited.
Basis of the crown's 20-count 
indictment is that bribes were 
paid the former minister for use 
of his influence 'in obtaining gov­
ernment timber licences.
Mr. Owen said it is the duty 
of the crown when evidence comes 
before it to lay a charge immedi­
ately. In this case the crown had 
all the necessary evidence two 
years before the charges were 
actually laid.
He said that because of the de­
lay a  man who would have been 
a central witness for B.C. Forest 
Products, company president Hec­
tor Munro, died before the com­
pany was brought into the case.
Mr. Owen then reviewed for the 
jury of nine men and three wom-
SAINT JOHN, N.B. (CP)—Five! The Saint John Safety Council 
middle-aged men, en route to after the todies were
, , , recovered early Sunday that it
weekend at a summer camp. L j ^ ^ ^ investigate the
drowned Frid.iy night when their circumstances of the accident, 
car plunged off a ferry dock 
here in a dense fog.
Killed near Wcstlock were Ed 
win Graf, 19, the driver of the 
car, Eleanor Kalmbach, 18, and 
Shirley Rudd, 14, all of Pibroch, 
Alta. Two other youths were in­
jured.
In British Columbia, Joseph 
Jacques, 45. of Cranbrook was 
drowned In Moyle Lake, and Sam 
Miller of Prince George was 
drowned while practising at Sum- 
mitt Lake for a 139-milo Fraser 
River canoe race later this week.
Peter Mulder, 38, of Prince 
George was drowned when a 
boat caught fire on Six Mile Lake 
and Mario Deltollo, 21, of Cal­
gary was (drowned In the Colum­
bia River near Golden.
Capt, William Boyce, 41, of 
Vancouver died In Victoria fol­
lowing a traffic accident. Wil­
liam Summers, 27. wa.s killed 
when n car crashed into a tele- 
I phone pole, \
Nothing was known of the acci­
dent until Saturday night when 
the ferry D, L. MacLaron, com­
ing in to dock, crushed in the 
roof of the car with her propol- 
lors,
Tlio dead, all rc.sidonts of Saint 
John nnd all married men with 
families, were Frank E. .Tnrdinc, 
50, the driver nnd owner of the
Earlier this summer the body 
of a 2.5-year-old Saint John man, 
Roy C. Gavin, was recovered 
from a car a t the same spotin 
th^ Kcnnebecasis River after he 
had been missing more than a 
month.
Donald Lnidlnw, league mnn- 
ngor, said since it was the sec­
ond accident of a similar nature 
to occur in the last three months, 
“ more than failure of human
Mr. Stanyer offered a message 
to householders and boat opera­
tors on how. to avoid tangling 
with the dangerous aspects of 
these fuels.
“ The best safety point is to 
keep flammable liquids in con­
tainers specially designed to store 
them. and keep them well marked 
in suitable storage areas,’’ he 
said.
“Gasoline should never be kept 
in a residence. It should bo stor­
ed in a cool outbuilding, away 
from children.
“Natural gas • safety calls for 
the householder to avoid trying 
home repairs. Make sure the re­
pairs are left to a licensed pipe­
fitter.” . ■
The forest fire hazard has been 
extremely bad this year, Chief 
Stanyer said, and "throwing cig­
arettes from cars is extremely 
hazardous this summer.
“A terrific number of foro.st 
fires have started along highways 
and roads this sumimer,” 
Speeches starting tomorrow at 
the Aquatic will be highlighted 
by a lecture on arson investiga­
tion by W. Miller of the provincial 
fire marshal’s office,
cn the varied changes made in 
The cabinet met in special ses-1 the indictment since it was first 
sion following , his death, and in- laid on six charges Nov. 20, 1957. 
dications were that Justice Min- H-C. Forest had not been charged rug for so long, 
ister C h a r l e s  Swart will be
In April, 1958,the prosecution 
had reduced the counts from six 
to five and the trial was set to 
open May 1. The night before, on 
April 30, the crown had conio up 
with a new indictment of 17 
charges necessitating an adjourn­
ment to May 6. Then on May 5, 
the indictment had been amchded 
again to a total 38 charges.
Mr. Owen recalled that then 
after the trial had been proceed­
ing for a month, it had been 
found that all the charges were 
improperly laid under the new 
criminal code and they had to be 
revised again to 25 counts under 
the old code.
The case had been lengthened 
by the conduct of the crown, tho 
lawyer said. And he told the jury 
that the memories of witnesses 
could no longer be expected to 
be fresh after 2*/* years had 
elapsed.
'ITicrefore, he argued, tho qual-  ̂
ity.of evidence had suffered bc-> 
cause o( the delay by the crown. 
If the jury found that to be th« 
case, then the benefit of thft 
doubt in any question in their 
minds must be given to the de­
fence.
“The defence,” he said, “had 
nothing to do'-with the crown’s 
action in sweeping this under the
chosen as Strijddm’s successor. 
The decision will be madp, prob­
ably this week, by a Nationalist 
party caucus.
Swart, 63, now acting prime 
minister and an upcompromising 
supporter qt the National party 
policy of apartheid—racial segre­
gation—became ju.stice minister 
10 years ago. Since then, he has 
put through Parliament some of 
the most controversial legislation 
'in the country’s history.
EDMONTON (CP) — A bull-1.sheltered behind a,,Jicdgc. a t th«
car: William J. Donnelly, 47; Wil-Judgment may, bo involved. Wc 
11am Glennon. 46; Michael Knud- would like to determine the ex- 
son, 60; and Robert R. Latta, .59.'act cause.''
RCAF Jet Fighters Collide; 
Four Men, One Woman Killed
METZ,,France (CP)~Two Ca­
nadian CF-KK) Jet fighter# col­
lided In flight today and one (ell 
flaming into the hospital o( the 
RCAF base at nc.irh.v Gros Ten- 
quin, killing five jKrsons.
Dead\ace three flyers nnd a 
woman patient and a medical 
plan in the ho-spltal. ___ ^
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . AND LOW
k a m i^ p b .........
WII^KIIORSIS . . . . .
, T
Reports from the base said 10 
iwrsbns ' were injured but the 
RCAF in Ottawa taUl it learned 
by telephone only four were hurt 
Air force fire crews quickly 
got thei hospital blaze under con 
trol and evacuated ivatlents and 
l>cr$onnd to an emergency ward 
sot up in tho station recreation 
room. \
I In Ottawa, an air force spokes­
man «ald tho plane must have 
struck only one comer of the hos- 
nllal or the loss of life might 
ht'«f l>fcn greater. The hospital 
contiained 43 patlenU and ,ata(f.
Supreme Court Plans Special
Peter Townsend 
Global Jaunt
BRUSSELS (AP)—Group Capt. 
Peter Townsend, former suitor of 
Prince.ss, Margaret, will le.ivc 
Brussels tonight for another 
round-the-world trip on which he 
will make a feature color film.
Victor Stoloff will be director 
arid producer. This was disclo.scd 
today by Jean Dalrymple, co­
ordinator of the ijcrformlng arts 
program at the U.S. Pavilion at 
the World Fair.
Bennett May 
Hold 'Sum m if 
Power Talks
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Tl)e United Statc.s Supreme 
Court today called a special ses­
sion for Thursday to consider the. 
Little Rock, Ark,, school segrega­
tion ca.se.
In Lillie Rock, memtors of the 
state legislature began gatlu'ring 
for a special sitting. Governor 
Orvnl Ktiubu.s was rc|M)rtcd to 
have three hills ready for con­
sideration. Tlie key one would 
clo.so Central High School to fur­
ther racial Integration, subject to 
approval in a public referendum.
And in Norfolk. Va., a federal 
district Judge Irotiirncd to the 
cUy’.'i .school tonrd for further 
consideration the applications of 
1.51 Negroes , Who sought ndmis- 
.slon to white s c h o o l s ,  Judge 
Walter E. Hoffman has said he
, 'Tho Eighth Circuit Court of 
Appeal at St. Louis did so Inst 
week but tljen granted a stay of 
its action until the Supreme Court 
made n ruling. The NAACP also 
is fighting other Faubus moves. 
T1k‘,v arc:
1. A bill to |K)st|H>ne the open­
ing o f  Central High from Sept 
to Sept. 8, apparently to give the 
Icglslnlure added tlmc^ for ma­
noeuvring. '
2. A bill nutliori/.ing the gover­
nor to clq.se the school rather 
than mix Negroes and whites In 
its classrooms. Once closed, a 
public school dlalrlet referendum 
wllhin , 30 days would decide
............ ............„ ... whether to Integrate the school or
wil'i not Oiiiler desegregallon ' hu„
Norfolk sclusi)ls if the .Supreme , ^ '  ^  any while stu
Court upholds a ,2t1j-ycnr gpiny I‘••'at displaced from a closed
In Little Rocki menl with him to another 0|M?n 
RARE STEP / ;dl.striet,
The ^Supreme Court, taking the FIIRTIIER CONSIDERATION 
rare step of interrupting Its sum
OLYMPIA (AP)-Gov. Albert 
Ro.selllni said today both Pre­
mier Bennett of British Columbia 
and . (Governor Robert Himes of 
Oregon have indicated approval 
of his suggestion for a “Littlo 
Summit” , eonferonce to discuss 
Columbia River power develop­
ment. !
n ie  Washington governor said 
he plans to confer by telephone 
this week with the other two 
heads of government to set a 
time and place for the meeting.
"Tl\e ^primary piiriwse of the 
meeting Is to disciis.s our miitunl 
interests in water resources of 
the Columbia River,’’ Roselllni 
said, “but wc also hope to discuss 
such Items as the tourist indus­
try, highways and perhaps fish­
eries and agriculture.”
Rosellinl suggested the meet­




TAIPEI, Formosa (Tuc.sday) 
(AP)—Chinc.se Communist guns 
rponed up on Quemoy again early 
today after .slackening off on 
their bombardments during the 
weekend, the defence ministry 
reported.
'Hie announcement gave no in 
dicatlon o f ' the intensity of tho 
new shelling. Red guns shelled 
Tingtung nnd Quemoy Monday 
but the activity was slight in con­
trast to the raking flro of Satur 
day nnd Sunday.
WEATHER
Clear nnd very warm today, A 
few clouds and a little cooler 
Tuesday. Light winds today and 
northerly winds 20 Iri the main 
valleys Tuesday.
dozer ended a five-hour gun fight 
S u n d a y  between 30 policemen 
and an elderly man entrenched 
on a lawn in suburban Jasper 
Place. One man was killed and 
another injured in the battle in 
which more than 40 shots were 
fired,
Charged under a remand war­
rant with murder was Jim Alix, 
65, a First World War veteran 
and retired machine shop pattern 
maker. Alix was wounded in the 
fight which took place before his 
home, a converted boxcar, in a 
lightly populated industrial sec­
tion of Jasper Place, Alberta's 
large.st town.
Richard Butler, 44,.a volunteer 
deputy flro chief and member of 
the Jasper Place town council, 
died when struck In the chest by 
two shots. Fire Chief Barney 
Weygood, 41, underwent surgery 
Sunday night for a bullet wound 
under the ribs.,
SNIPES FROM TRENCH 
Police believe Butler, father of 
five children, lobbed two tear gas 
bombs at Alix just before shot­
gun blasts killed him. Both he 
and Fire Chief Weygood, with 
other flrciTicn, were laying hose 
in an nttcmpl to flush the woU- 
protoclcd killer from a trench.
Alix, described ns eccentric by 
neighbors, moved Into tlio box­
car homo 12 years ago. Relieved 
to have had a persecution com­
plex, he dug a netv/ork of three- 
foot - deep trenches through his 
tree-shaded property,
'I’he bnlUe began Sunday when 
bullets ripped into the homo of 
nclghtor Gordon Br<M)ks, across 
the street, Mrs. Brooks called po­
lice after severnT persons were 
driven from the street by 14 
shots. '
When |K)llch arrived, they were 
greeted by shot.s from n trench
front of Alix’ home* Armed with 
revolvers, about 30 Edmonton 
and Jasper Place police tooJe 
cover in trees and on; rooftops, 
sniping at the.gunman.
L E A D C O L L E G E
J. R, STANYER, Haney, B.C. 
fire chief is this year's B,C, 
Flro Chiefs' Collcgo president. 
Tho college opens sessions thii 
week in Kelowna.
mor vacation, will consider an 
application from tho National As­
sociation for the Advancement of 
Colore<l Rcoplc asking the' court 
(o overrule Ihc 21(rycar delay in 
desegregation, grnnterl by Dis­
trict Judge Harry J. Lemloy June
■ ' , ■ ' K
In the Norfolk case, Judge 
Hoffman sent Ihc Negroe#' appli­
cations back to the board “for 
such further consideration, If any, 
as yon may deem proj>cr and 
Icgid” and asked for a rci>ort on 
nay action by Friday, the day af­
ter the Supreme Court meets In 
Washington.
Printing Bureau Probe Stunned 
By Architect's Plan Exhibits
British Wreck 
Kills 5; 31 Hurt
“ EASTBOURNE, England (AP)
—Five persons were killwl nnd 31 
Injured today In the ni-sh-hour cot- 
hsion of a crowded commjder Previous te 
train nnd a sleeper loaded with j works
Scottish holldaycrs, .................... -
OITAWA (CP) — Montreal 
nrchlle.st Ernest Cormier stunned 
Parliament's printing bureau In­
vestigators today by producliig 
What he described as a compteto 
set of printing bureau plans de­
veloped nnd approved less than 
n ycor after he first look over 
the archlteclural Job.
re i s testimony by public 
n s department officials wa« 
that plans lor U»o 110,000,000 bur
can were not, oompleled for at 
least four years alter Mr. Cop- 
mler was rctnlnerl. - 
•Dm 52-ycnr-old architect, glv; 
Ing testimony for the first tlmb 
before the Commons public no 
counts, committee, cmpliaslzcdl 
thot hlrt plans wOre complete In 
bvery detail and that they had 
been completed In stages by Nov, 
30. KMA, He was retained on May 
2<̂  1048.
KKfJIWNA FIBK CHIEF C.
A. Pcllinnn I# host to lhh'H.C,
FJrc Chiefs' 27th annual college*
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Acordinf to the latest U.S. long range 
\Hcailier report this area will have tempera­
tures above normal between now and mid- 
September. This is good news or bad news, 
according to the point of view.
Almost any day now we are expecting the 
H.C. Tree Fruits to issue a state nent to the 
dfcct that the apples arc not coloring be­
cause of the warm nights. Most of us would 
welcome a couple of days with the rain com­
ing down in the proverbial torrents. On the 
other hand tomato growers we understand do 
not want to sec rain for a while yet. And 
lives there the man who wants to sec this 
glorious summer superseded by an early fall?
But while wc are sweltering in summer 
heat, wc can sympathize with the residents 
of Azizia, c. town in northwestern Libya. On 
September 13, 1922. the mercury bubbled 
up to 136 4 degrees Fahrenheit in Azizia’s 
i shade— the highest temperature ever rccord- 
[ cd under s’andard conditions. In North Am-
■ erica, particularly in the United States, tem-
■ pcraturcs sometimes go almost as high. At 
: one time or another, 100 in every state of
• the Union. The highest reading was 134 dc- 
' green in Death Valley, California, on July 
; 10, 1913.
• These records may soon be broken. Clima- 
i tologists report the world has been getting 
! warmer over the past 40 or 50 years. Scien-
■ tints are not certain what is causing the warm- 
‘ ing, but it may be part of the Ice Age cycle.
' During the history of the earth, the ice at
• the poles has advanced and retreated a num- 
her of times. At present it is retreating. As
; the icecaps melt, the seas arc rising at the
• late of one-eighth of an inch a year. Tropical 
i plants and animals arc, little by little, mov-
: ing north. , ,
In the sun, thermometers have recorded 
. 189 degrees in Iraq. But official tempera-
lures are recorded by ventilated thermometers 
m shaded spots.
Contrary to popular belief, the tempera­
ture of the air is not higher in the sun than 
in the shade. People think it’s warmer lo ­
calise the sun heats their clothes and skin. 
The sun also heats the glass and mercury in 
a thermometer, causing it to record a higher 
temperature than that of the air.
For brief periods, human beings can with- 
>tand far higher temperatures than those 
ever occurring under normal conditions. A 
study made by University of California en­
gineers ̂ .showed that an average person can 
tolerate, for about 23 minutes, a temperature 
of 240 degrees. This is well above the boiling 
point of water, and plenty hot enough to 
boil an egg or simmer a stew. However, the 
hot air breathed by the subjects was cooled 
as much as 100 degrees by the mucous mem­
branes lining the nose, mouth, and breathing 
passages before it reached the lungs. Still 
nighcr temperatures can be borne briefly. 
Some industrial workers endure tempera­
tures up to 500 degrees for two or three 
minutes at a time.
Scientists studying heat have found that 
temperatures may vary as much as 20 de­
grees between a city's business centre and 
its suburbs. The extra heat in a downtown 
district comes from the release of energy 
from coal, fuel oil, gas and electricity, and 
from the capacity of buildings to store solar 
energy.
For those who really want to escape ttic 
heat, nothing q,uite equals Antarctica. An 
expedition led by a National Geographic 
Society Hubbard medalist. Dr. Paul A. Siple, 
recorded a temperature of minus 102.1 de­
grees at the South Pole on September 17, 






A irline  Companies 
D is p u te  S urvey
By DAVE O.ANCU
Canadian Preas Staff Writer
MONTREAL (CP) -  The free 
world’s airlines are disputing a 
special United Nations study pre­
dicting serious economic prob­
lems for aircraft oj>crators and 
governments as commercial avi­
ation moves into the jet age.
The airlines question the find­
ings of a study titled “The eco­
nomic implications of the intro­
duction into service of long-range 
jet aircraft.’’ prepared by the air 
trans|x)rt committee of the Inter­
national Civil Aviation Organiza­
tion. a division of the UN,
The report, which has not yet 
been adopted by the ICAO coun­
cil, predicts that as a result o( 
the introduction of jets in to’ser­
vice, a serious over-capacity will 
develop in the industry within a 
very few jears. There would 
likely be too many piston-engine 
aircraft.
MAY BE WRONG
The International Air Trans­
port Association, which repre- 
sent.s most of the free world’s 
airlines, stresses the ICAO re­
port is based on a number of as 
sumptions which may well turn 
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WAS 8HAWINIGAN DIRECTOR
MONTREAL (CP) — Norman 
P. Woods, 68, retired vice-presi­
dent, treasurer and director of 
ttie Shawinigan Water and Power 
Company, has died. Born in 
Quelle City, Mr. Woods began 
his business career with the Im­
perial Bank of Canada in 1909, 
joining Shkwinigan seven years 
later.
By PATRICK NICHOLSON
(Specially Written For The 
Daily Courier)
iStamp O u t Rear W indow s?
-  Most crazes originating in the United 
I States sooner or later infiltrate north of the 
“ border. The latest we have heard of, from a
• Boston newspaper, might add some enjoy- 
! ment to otherwise dull drivers around town 
;;; and on the highways. It concerns stickers on
car windows.,
!  According to the Boston story the game 
“ began some months ago when, little sports 
cars began appearing with window stickers 
!• urging all tiny-car drivers to rise up and
• “Help Stamp Out Cadillacs.”
Now, apparently, the whole thing is out 
' o f hand, at least in southern'California. Folks 
*' who drive Cadillacs are now driving around
- carryfUg signs on their broad rear windows 
1 urging the quick stamping out of sports cars.
And some, who belong to neither class in 
I the sticker war, are simply urging their fel- 
I low-drivers to “Help Stamp Out People.”
A cry from deep in the heart was that 
'  seen emblazoned on the side of a vintage 1930 
: model driven by two teen-age boys. It im-
•  plored all to rally round and “Help Stamp 
Out Chaperons.”
; From the ‘‘stamp out” ^ticker, has grown 
the “made in” sticker. “Made in Africa by 
U Ants," one sticker tells its readers. “Made in 
; Las Vegas out of Old Slot Machine Parts,”
• notes another. “ Made in Pasadena by Little
- Old Ladies,” said a sticker on a heap that, 
looked very much as though it might have
• been. ‘Made by Dcr Elves in Per Black For-
cst,” graces many a Volkswagen.
There is also a broad group of apologetic 
stickers. Usually found on quaint foreign im­
ports or old cars, they attempt to explain 
things— themselves.
“Don’t Crush Me,” says one. “I Eat In­
sects.” “Don’t L au ^ ,’ brags another, “It’s 
Paid For.” Yet another pleads, “We Expect 
a Flat. Stay Close.’ . Stamped on the bumper 
of a quaint little car was seen a homemade 
sign explaining: “This Is a C îrl Don’t Hit It!” 
Then there is a group of stickers which 
might come under the classification of gen 
tral information. “Achtung!” says a Volks 
wagen sticker. “I’m Doing My Best To Make 
Smog,” notes one. sticker, apparently from 
the Los Angeles area, “How About You?” 
Another, right up to the minute with the 
news from Hollywood, says;, “Not a Gift 
'From General Trujillo.”
“Not Lost,” says another,“ Just Confused.” 
“ Small Car— LARGE Payments,” advises 
another. “ Pass Quietly,” one sign reads,
“Be Nice, I'm warns“ Driver Asleep, 
still another.
Anyhow, the whole thing has giV^ Cali­
fornia drivers a new game to play, in which 
it is not uncommon to see drivers jockeying 
up behind one another to read what the
sticker in the back window says.
Howeycr, there have been signs of counter 
revolution. One sign says, simply and omin­
ously: "Help Stamp Out Car Stickers."
Crisis O ver?
• By GODFREY ANDERSON
• PARIS (AP)--Will G^n. Charles 
!de Gaulle step down as he prom- 
•ised after getting France on the 
•tracks wltli a new constitution? 
' That is the qucsUqn that 
•Frenchmen are asking. And more 
!and more seem to , bo comivig 
.around to the view that the gen- 
*cral intends to stay.,
I •ihey point out that in the new 
•constitution ho lu)s proposed, the 
‘.jxjst of president of the republic
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is tallor-mnde for him. Tlie next 
president will have stronger pow­
ers than any French head of 
state since N a p o 1 c o n. Many 
Frenchmen think ho could be 
virtually a dictator if he wished.
Do Gaulle has laughed off the 
very idea of wanting such per­
sonal jxiwcr. “ What, mo . a dic­
tator a t , 677” he asked a press 
conference just before he became 
premier.
PI.ANNED SIX-MONTH STAY
When de Gaulle formed his 
government after the inllitary- 
civil revolt in Algiers 'brought 
France, to the vfrge of civil war 
last May, he said he would stay vvhlch may not be debated; 
in ih.. ifih .six months. His avowed To he supreme commander of
rnonial figurehead, whose only 
really important duty lay In 
naming the next premier, he will 
have a strong (wlitical role to 
play. ' I '■
Among his prerogotlve.>!i during 
seven years of office:
To name the premier and, on 
the premier’s advice, the mem­
bers (f his cabinet:
To preside at cabinet meetings; 
To call rcfcrendum.s on import­
ant national issues;
To dissolve the National As
OTTAWA — People here are 
talking of nothing but the scandal 
of the new government printing 
bureau, conceived and construct­
ed under circumstances of costly 
inefficiency and patronage by 
the former Liberal Government.
"The underground stream” has 
replaced that holiday lake as a 
topic for lunchtime , chatter. 
“Snowballed contracts” have 
usurped contract bridge as the 
subject for telephonic comment. 
And the public accounts commit­
tee hearing are keeping onlookers 
out of the usual mid-morning 
coffee conferences in the parlia­
mentary cafeteria.
The story of the printing bureau 
is quite simple. Ottawa has long 
suspected that something was 
very wrong concerning the trans­
fer of this government depart­
ment from Ottawa, to a costly 
new marble-hailed palace in the 
city of Hull, Quebec.
Then the House of Commons 
Committee on Public Accounts, 
set up by Prime Minister John 
Diefenbaker to check on the 
spending of the taxpayers’ money, 
decided to investigate these ru­
mors. The committee made the 
laudable but novel decision to 
appoint one of its members to 
unfold the basic story by conduct­
ing the examination-in-chief of the 
witnesses. This heavy task, which 
called for more than 100 hours 
of research work before the open 
commtitee hearing could begin, 
was entrusted to a rookie Con­
servative MP but experienced 
legal counsel, David Walker of 
Toronto.
UNBIASED PROBE
Mr. Walker opened the subj'ect 
with a series of questions design­
ed to elucidate the whole story 
of the planning and building of 
the new government office. When 
he has thus supplied the commit­
tee with the basic facts in logical 
sequence, other members will be 
able to ask their own supplemen­
tary questions to elaborate their 
chosen aspects of the story.
Chairman of this watchdog 
committee is Alan Macnaughton, 
a Liberal lawyer. His appoint­
ment ensures that the chairman’s 
rulings shall not favor the Con­
servative government. This inno­
vation was made at the Insistence 
of Prime Minister Diefenbaker, 
who had so bitterly and so justi­
fiably resented the gagging of 
parliamentary committees by 
prejudiced government chairmen 
during the Liberal rule.
The printing bureau story re­
vealed to date is just this. The
'V
YOU CANT STOP THE QUEEN MARY WITH 
A CLOTHESLINE . . .
anymore than you can keep a fire from hitting your house. 
But you can buy insurance— the right kind, in the right 
amount. We’ll be glad to advise.
IN S U R A N C E  
A G E N C Y
THE DEPARTMENT STORE OF INSURANCE 
PHONE 2217 288 BERNARD AVE.
WHILLIS
Liberal Cabinet decided in 1948 to 
build a new printing bureau, and 
the estimated cost was $6,000,000. 
But the money spent up to the 
end of this year, and the building 
will still be incomplete, will be 
not six million but in excess of 
sixteen million dollars.
There has been severe criti­
cism here of the Liberal Govern­
ment’s projects to move branch­
es of government out of Ottawa 
into Liberal strongholds in Que­
bec Province. For example, the 
National Film Board was moved 
at unjustifiable expense into a 
costly soundproofed building on a 
site adjoining a busy airfield in 
Mr. Macnaiighton’s own constitu­
ency near Montreal. For the new 
printing bureau, the Liberals 
selected a site in Hull, as a re­
ward for its always electing Lib­
erals to Parliament.
NO NEED TO DISPERSE 
Ottawa is large enough to offer 
decentralization without govern­
ment offices having to be moved 
into another province. By the 
same token, surely Quebec is 
large enough for a printing works 
to be sited somewhere except 
extravagantly upon a running 
-stream, where the multi-million 
dollar building will be perman­
ently afloat and the bilge pumps 
continuously operating.
This was not enough. Work then 
had to be precipitately begun be­
fore plans were ready, because 
an election was imminent and the 
government wanted to use big 
work projects to attract votes. 
Eight such large holes were dug 
in Canada at that time, mostly in 
large cities. One was filled in 
later, after the local voters had 
duly elected the Liberal candi­
date.
Hearings of the committee, 
which Liberal partisans unjusti­
fiably describe as resembling 
"the McCarthy witch-hunt in the 
States", are unearthing details 
of unsavoury transactions. These 
hearings have been remarkable 
for the personal duel between 
Liberal ex-Cabinet Minister Plck- 
ersgill and rookie Conservative 
MP David Walker. It is a one­
sided duel, and with Walker’s 
sharp mind and facile tongue 
winning every round with a 
knockout, observers are cbmmen^t- 
ing that whilst Plckersglll wfis 
one of the brain-trusters of the 
former Liberal Cabinet, the more 
able Walker has not rated a seat 
in the new Conservative cabinet. 
This comparison evidences the 
superior ability of our new gov­
ernment, they say.
Could be. But the hearings sug 
gested that the , new government 
may also be better trusted with 
our tax money.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
10 YEARS AGO 
August, 1948
Early as humanly possible, 
I.I lilt: i-Hui iim />N- pomplctlon of tliq VLA land set-
.scmbly and call new elections project was practically
within 40 days , , , Ihssurcd by a conference at Knm-
To sign govornmontal decrees- - - - .
To nddrcs.s messages to pnrlia-
t e Job si
aims: To re.store the nation's 
sliaUured unity, give Algeria a 
new deal and France a new ci,in­
stitution.
'Hu' constitution, now iMiing 
studied by an nclvLiory group of 
39 exiK'rts headed by wartime
the armed forces. 
w ant  “SPF.CIAI.” p o w e r s  
Finally—and thi.1 l.s what dis­
turbs many by its lack of pre­
ciseness — Ihe president may 
“ take the met»sures required by 
elrcumstanccs" in eases where 
the institutions of the republic, 
national independence nr the In
loops. Tuo.sday and Wednesday, 
in which top provincial and fed­
eral departmental heads, and 
VI.A and PFRA officials partici­
pated.
Rutland will vpte on Wednes­
day, October 6, on the question 
of IncoriMiratlon. The plebiscite 
is being taken at the suggestion
-  - - y } ; - .........................of\R. C. MacDonald, minister of 
municipal nffair.s, after a cor- 
rfspon\lcncc over a period of 
weeks between the minister and‘ tegrity of French territory are 
threatened, Tliat, ihe critics point ‘ho“ Pissing groups in Rutland
Premier Paul Ileynand, is based 
on de Gaulle's cherished aim of 
.strengthening Ihe execuUve at
the expense of parliament.' .
Until now French sovcvclgnlyj*hroatened,17iat, the critics point 
has rested , In the hands of thq "V‘* ' 20 YEARS AGO
turbulent and factional National anything at all, August. 1028
A.s.’scmbh*. liccnusc the dopviUcHt. prc.sidfnl conJuic« up; Today the populaHon of the city
never could agree on a common h'*’ many Irent^hmen their oldiof Kelowna is well over the 6,000
nightmare of “ the Man on Hor.se-mark. IxKistcd to that figure by 
back’’-:-B military' dictator who 
wduld give the r e p u b l i c  Its 
marching orders and rule alone.
>*•»»« SMI M VIMIIIIIWM
policy in the face of dally mount­
ing problems F r e n c h  govern'' 
ments formed and fell like ninc'̂
• d dlitrict Wto pet 
' week. <»nrldt boy coUeeling every 
B weeks.'
V earner w  delivery setvlc# U 
* matntamed. ratea a# Sbovp.
; By mrll. in W W p«
. year. *3.50 for 6 monthii; *3,00 
S  i  months OultJde B C -S dd  
: U.S A.. *15.00 per year: *7.50 for
pins, Tliere have lieen 25 already 
since the Second World War and
,
the Influx of nearly n thousand 
persons here to attend the con­
vention of the British Columbia 
LilM'rnl Association being held 
bxtny and tomorrow.
\
. v i r v . ' j r . —  . L -  , . - I -  .  .
R 'moniHs. *3.75 for 3 montbf;iw»>s v anted.
 ̂ stinele copy *•»*» Wh?** ® Instead pf being just a ce
might have Iwen many mor* had 
de Gaulle not stepped In.
NEW R K rim U C  AHEAD
•nic constitution. If adopted In “ ring IfoHh iruU wfUi paUenc*.
n national referendum Sept, 2(8, •“ *■*‘•‘0 *’>i'5> .......  , ......„
would start Fiance out under Hs| Fruit docs not m ature in a day.].* Harvey, waited on i;ny coun- 
(iflh republic with the kind of Vines' and trees that 'Irear IruiticU to request that Lawrence and 
strong, pKSldcnt de Gaulle has al- must be cnrefuHy tended, then m|I,eon Avenues be opened and 
' ------  ---- •--* ' (ifnc fjjx, (ruji ipny be continued through u
40 YEARS AGO 
August, 1018
City council issued special in 
,‘itnictions to enforce motor traf 
lice regulations and ns a result 
eight persons were brought before 
Magistrate Weddell on various 
charges. Among fines levied was 
one of $5 and costs against Eric 
Dart for exceeding the 10 miles 
per hour speed limit.
50 YEARS AGO 
August, 1908
School opened on Monday with 
a large attendance, including a 
number of now scholars. The need 
of additional accommodation Is 
most pressing and can only be 
remedied by the erection of an­
other building ns soon ns possible.
””  TREMORS SilAKEJRAN
TEHRAN, I r a n  (R euters)- 
Tremors continued to rock wo.il- 
ern Iran Wednesday night and 
Thursday. Tlie scries of quakes 
slnrted during the weekend and 
provincial nuthorlUcs in Naha- 
vand said that 101 bodies have 
been recovered with 084 iHirsons 
injured.
30 YEARR AGO 
AugnsI, 1028
Dr. R. F. Iloycc, nnd Miss ^4* 
Inryey, represenilng her father, 
cit
f
gathcrod. Street to niid)t«r Street. .
rom Ellis
ilEADS RUBBER FIRM
KITCHENER. .Ont. (CIM-Rob- 
ert V. 'Yohe of Akron, Ohio, is 
the new president and chief ex­
ecutive officer of n. F, Goodrich 
Canada, I.td., it was announced 
here. He sitccecds Ira G; Needles 
of Kitchener* who' will become 
chnirmiin of the board, •  newly 
created top jMsItlon. ,
u s e  th e  s e rv ic e s  o f
T H E  C A N A D I A N  
B A N K  O F  
C O M M E R C E :
t o  c o n v e r t
to i
\ /  Cash Adjustment 
Higher Return 
Longer Income Period 
% /  Quick Simple Procedure 
v /  No N ew  Payment
CONSULT ANY OF THE 775 BRANCHES OF
' . N . ' ' ■
THE CANADIAN 
BANK OF COMMERCE
Kelowna Branch -L-, A. D. Cryderman, Monager
H
m
, The Daily Courier
KELOWNA and D IS T R ia
Kelowna, British Columbia, Monday, August 25, 1958
NEW STSTEM 
NE\^ WATERFORD. N.S. (CPI 
IiAuguration ol a letter carriei 
service means this Cape Brctoi 
mininf town no longer can boast 
of being the largest coinmunitj 
in Canada served by an over-the- 
counter distribution at the post 
office.
Vernon Concludes Successful 
Summer Swim Safety Program
By Daily Courier Correspondent
VERNON — A successful sum­
mer which provided an excellent 
opportunity for Vernon and dis­
trict boys and girls to learn the 
rudiments of swimming and wa­
ter safety wound up before dusk 
last night, when Red Cross swim­
ming tests were held at Kalamal- 
ka Lake Beach.
Classes totalled 200' children,
Ukraine and came to Canada In 
1907. While a resident of Saskat­
chewan. he taught school and 
acted as justice of the peace. In 
1950 he settled in Vernon. He was 
proprietor of tlie Angles Apart­
ments.
Surviving are his wife, Marya; 
a son. James, of Vernon; daugh­
ter, Mrs. Grace Karpiak, of Win­
nipeg, and four grandchildren
ranging in age from three to 151 Last rites w^re under auspices
of the Ukramian-Greek Orthodox 




READY TO COMPETE In the
fi.nals of the PNE talent show 
September 1. are these seven
tap dancers, pupils of Mrs. j and have just returned from 
Donalda Sass, who were select- 1 'preliminary eliminations at 
cd from Kelowna talent, July 5, I Vancouver. The finalists arc
Tourists "Forced" Info Purchasing 
Fishing Licences At Border Points
years. Children eight years and 
up took tests yesterday which 
were for juniors, intermediate 
and senior life saving. Classes 
are sponsored by Vernon Rotary 
club.
Monday, a Rotary club regatta 
will b- held at Kalamalka Lake. 
Boys mid girls will show the 
sponsoring organization and par­
ents what they have learned this 
summer. Instructors were Betty 
Turanski and Marie Schuster.
B.C. department of highways 
has advised Vernon board of 
trade that a number, of queries 
have been received regarding 
disposition of retired Okanagan 
Lake Ferries. Decision has not 
been .reached regarding dispo.sal, 
the department says, but disposi­
tion could bo by public auction.
On behalf of Vernon and dis­
trict, the board of trade submit- 
, Pallbearers for the funeral o( ited a bid of $10 for purchase of
left to right: Glory Fa veil. Don­
na McLeod, Janis Ward, Susan 
Robertson, Margaret Cundy, 






VERNON—A fire of undeter­
mined origin broke out at 3:30 
p.m. Sunday at Long I,ake Lum­
ber Co, premises, about three 
miles from V'ernon.
Thousand.s of feet of cut and 
dressed lumber piles were burn­
ing simultaneously. For a time, 
the Dept, of National Defence 
property was in danger, but a 
change in the wind temporarily 
averted this threat. |
At sundown, the blaze was re-1 
ported under control. It was
Vmnon““V958" T ar^u inounced  by members of Vernon!
'/ohintcer ru e  Dept., fore.-itry de-| 
partment trucks and private citi­
zens.
Amount of damage is not known, 
as owners of the plant are out of 
town. Kalamalka Lake was open­
ed to fill the otherwise dry Kala­
malka Crock bed, which fed 
pumps to fight the fire.
Temperature at the height of 
the blaze was 95 degrees.
Mayor B'rank Becker ordered
“Miss
The B.C. government Is work­
ing on ammendments to the fish 
and game act which will prevent 
Canadian customs officers from 
forcing tourists to buy fishing 
licenses at the border.
A letter from the minister of 
conservation and recreation to
where it rightfully belongs, was I forcible at all time in all sec-
forwarded to the ministry by the 
Board of Trade.
The resolution has also been 
endorsed by the Okanagan­
boundary Progressive Conserva­
tive Association, the Kelowna and 
District Rod and Gun Club, theCUUbiU uuii u« * ---- ---- TT- u
the Kelowna Board of Trade said. B.C. Federation of I  ish and
“ wo are working on ammend­
ments which will, we hope, pre­
vent difficulUes of this nature 
arising in the future."
The news came in answer to 
numerous protests about the 
“ utter stupidity, unenforcibility, 
and unfairness" of present fish­
ing license regulations which 
make it an offense to carry un­
licensed. unsealed fishing tackle 
anywhere in B.C. except in aj 
public conveyance. I
The regulations have provided 
a “ sweet setup", it is charged, 
for customs officer3 at border 
points such as Osoyoos, where 
many tourists have complained 
, they were forced to buy licenses 
and the customs officers were 
pocketing a 10 per cent commis­
sion on every sale.
LETTER FORWARDED 
A resolution designed to correct 
this situation and return the sale 
of fishing licenses to B.C. sports 
stores, resorts, and fishing lodges
Game Clubs, and B.C. Interior 
Fish, Game, and Forest Protec­
tive Association.
It reads:
“Whereas, under B.C. sport 
fishing regulations, it is illegal 
to carry fishing tackle except 
when sealed or when travelling 
in a public conveyance, without 
possessing a current fishing 
license;
"And whereas this law is not 






VICTORIA (CP>— A general 
clo.sure in the major part of the 
Vancouver forest district' has 
been ordered by Dr. C. D. Orch- 
nrd, deputy forests minister and 
British Columbia’s chief forester.
The closure shuts down the 
forests for all industrial and re­
creational uses. It follows a par­
tial closure ordered Aug. 15.
QUEBEC (CP) — Premier Du­
plessis has announced the 
ignations of Health Minister Al- 
biny Paquette and Paul Spence, 
member of the legislative assem­
bly for Roberval, and said by- 
elections' will be held Oct. 15 in 
Roberval and Labelle to fill the 
vacancies.
The premier said both the 68- 
ycar-old health minister, who 
represents Labelle constituency, 
and Mr. Spence were resigning 
for reasons of health.
No further appointments for 
the men were announced.
In making the announcement, 
Mr. Duplessis also scotched spec­




‘And whereas this law docs re­
sult in injustice and inconven­
ience to some residents and tour­
ists:
“ Resolved that this law be 
amended to make it legal to 
carry fishing tackle without hav­
ing a fishing license. '
The Kelowna Board of Trade 
added these comments along with 
the resolution to the minister of 
recreation and conservation:
“ It is understood that customs 
officials at Osoyoos are allowed 
to sell fishing licenses at a re­
portedly higher rate of commis­
sion than private vendors.
“This ir. most unfair for two 
reasons: there may be a ten­
dency to force the tourist into 
buying a 'fishing license at the 
border; and it sems unfair that 
a paid federal government em­
ployee should be in a position to 
compete with legitimate vendors 
who depend on this commission 
for part of their livelihood." 
"PRESSURE TACTICS"
The Kelowna trade board 
earlier received a copy of a letter 
sent out. to B.C. boards of trade 
by Mrs. Grace M. Simpson of the 
B.C. Boundary Rendezvous and 
Tourist Bureau in which she says 
"old time customers told me 
every effort was made to force 
them to purchase (fishing licen­
ses) at the Customs,
“This situation has the ear­
marks of a dictatorship. I have 
protested to the federal govern­
ment (but) feel a united effort 
. . . will cause a cancellation of 
the right of any customs office 
to“ issue licenses here.
“ I have on file names and 
addresses of people 'who are will 
ing to testify they were forced to 
buy licenses at the (Osoyoos) 
customs office.”
Dr. J. A. Urquhart today at St, 
David’s Presbyterian Church 
were Frank Griffin, Earl Pop- 
ham, R. S. Burtch, A. R. Pol­
lard, Ron Prosser and Bob 
Stewart.
Dr. Urquhart, who died Fri­
day afternoon at 68 after a 
short illness, was buried at the 
Kelowna cemetery beside the 
grave of his wife, with Masonie 
graveside rites. T. Stoddard 
Cowan officiated.
one of the ferries. Vernon Yacht 
Club is interested in acquiring 
one of the craft. Plans include 
anchoring it adjacent to Vernon 
Yacht club float at Okanagan 
Landing.
MYKYTIUK FUNERAL
Funeral services were held 
August 23 for Simon Bohean 
Mykytiuk. who died in Vernon 
Jubilee hospital August 20 after 
a long illness.
Mr. Mykytiuk was born in the
prizewinners in the Vernon Page­
ant Days contest.
Mrs. Ann J. O’Neil, Lumby, 
won the $100 grand prize; Mrs.
A. Hughes, RR2 Vernon, won $50.
ON RECORD
The B.C. Centennial Committee 
today listed Vernon among 12 
British Columbia communities as 
"putting itself on record."
Provincial librarian Willard
Ireland said one of the "greatest I sprinkling in Vernon halted at 4 
bounties resulting from this Cen-jp.in,, not to bo resumed until 
tcnnial.Year will be this, andiMoiiday at 8 a.m, and then only 
other additions, to the written .for houses with odd numbers, 
history of the province." -------------------------------------------
Mr. Ireland was referring toj 
Theresa Gabriel’s book, entitled j 
“Vernon”, a tabloid record ofl 
this city’s colorful past. A copyj 
of the book will be placed in thc | 
provincial library.
Vernon "Cooperates" With Landing 
To Get Garbage Collection Started
CADETS LEAVE
Eight hundred sun - tanned! 





VERNON — Should Okanagan 
Landing residents use the Vernon 
city refuse dump facilities free 
while Vernon residents must pay 
for them'?
This drew two opposing opia- 
ions from Vernon aldermen last 
week. After hearing William 
Drabuik of Okanagan Landing 
protest a proposed $100 annual 
fee for a collective garbage col­
lection dump from the Landing,
s a i^  he
A Sincere
Aid. Charles McDowell ^ 
felt the city should co-opSate 
with the Okanagan Landing Com­
munity Association in its efforts 
to get a garbage collection ser­
vice, and when established, then 
a charge should be levied. Aider- 
man McDowell alleged that a 
number of Landing people are 
using the dump Anyway.
Aid. Fred Harwood, on the 
other hand, said that Vernon des-j 
idents have to pay what he called 
the “full shot.” Why should-this 
service be granted free fo per­
sons outside the city? he asked.
On the suggestion of Aid. Eric 
Palmer, council agreed to a fee 
of $25 for the remainder of 1958, 
as suggested by Mr. Drabuik, 
who told council he has 42 cus­
tomers, frorh whose premises at 
the Landing he makes regular 
garbage collections.
at the weekend 
tions after 
concentration.
Happiest group were cadets 
who qualified in one of the many 
courses, and won the $100 bonus 
Courses held during the summer 
were driving and maintenance, 
signalling, cadet leaders, cadet 
leader instructor, certificate “A” 
instructors and chief instructors.
Special trains left this weekend 
to move cadets to Alberta and 
B.C. points. Okanagan and Koot­
enay cadets left by army trans­
port and civilian buses and com­
mercial aircraft was used to 
transport boys to Prince Rupert 
and Kitimat areas. The summer 
camp was commanded by Lieut. 
Col. John Mooney, Calgary; a 
reserve army officer, who, with 
his family, left for home August 
22. *
LONDON has(AP) — Britain 
' I exploded a nuclear device 
Incndcd from a balloon high over 
i Christmas Island in the Pacific 
i Ocean.
I Tlie ministry of supplv said the 
t'. the device was described “low 
yield.”
CHILD TRAINING
Children should be taught traf 
fic safety as soon as they start 
running around out of doors.
W e . . .
\Vc dispense prescriptions 
ONLY!
We fill prescriptions from 
any Doctor in Kelo'vna. 
Our Prc.scription Service 
is as near as your phone 
— ask your doctor to dial 
3117 —  we deliver —  24 
hours a day!
Exclusive!
If you get your prescrip­
tion at Gant’s . . . you 
receive a free unique 
leather booklet t h a t  
keeps track of your Doc­
tor appointments and 
your prescriptions! We 
also maintain a file of 
your pre.seriptions for 
Income Tax . . .  wo do 




Located in The Park Medical 
Building




YOUR 52nd INTERNATIONAL ANNUAL 
REGAHA IS OVER
CADET TRAINING
• Robert Preston, Rutland, 
member of Kedowna Sea Ca­
dets Corps, has been accepted 
for training at HMGS Venture, 
Esquimau. Four members of 
i RCSCC Grenville have been 1 accepted into Combined Seiyic 
cs College at Royal Roads, in­
cluding his older brother; Bruce. 
PO Preston (above) .represent­
ed corps this spring on 10-week 
cruise of Pacific.
(Courier Staff Photo)
If comments\ from oiit-of-towncrs Is any yardstick for measuring success, 
then our Regatta is'not only Canadja’s Greatest Water Show, but now ranks equally 
with any water show on the Nvnth American Continent.
It is impt)ssib|c to thank individually all you folks who contributed to our 
show's success. Whether your efforts were great or minor, the spirit and cooperation 
was magnificent. You here at home, friends near or far away, made the Regalia 
possible. You made many deep lasting impressions that will be discussed for 
months to come.
For this we s a y ...A  sincere thank yen! 
YOUR 1958 REQATTA COMMITTEE





in nn Impasse between Vernon 
city council and Willlnnv G. 
Hclm.sing regarding n sidwnlk 
cro.ssover oh llernnrd Avenue and 
28th Street, for a proposed llfty- 
thousnnd dollar, two-bny service 
.station, is n report that Mr. Jiisr 
tice A. D. MacFnrlane of British 
Columbia’s , Supreme Court will 
ask Vernon city council to ex­
plain .September 3 why It .should 
not conslruqt the sidewalk erq/J.s-
City hall spokesmen last week 
admitted they had heard o( the 
latest development, but sniil no 
offielal communication has been 
received by them,
LSSIIEI) PEMIT
Mr. TIelmsIng was told last 
May: Such access would not be 
In the public Interest."
Mr. Helmslng argued he felt 
ciUiltcd In such access, piirllc- 
ulnrly In view of the fact thiit the 
city Issued a building pcnitll for 
the proposed garage June 3, 
Annngement.s for sewer and 
water connections also wer\: 
approved. ,
The zoning regulations provide 
for eret'tlon of garages In the 
area In question. Mr, Helmslng 
W.1S told Inter tht: eounell was 
wniUng results of a plnhniiiK sur­
vey, when it would be prepared 




Four Okanagan students at 
UBC, three of them from Vernon, 
have shared in a total of $18,050 
in scholarships awarded to 55 B.C. 
students. Dean Walter H. Gage 
said today*
Milton A. Schellenberger, 2800 
40th Street, Vernon, won a $250 
scholarship for proficiency and 
overall merit given by the B.C. 
Hotels Association.
Pamela B, Holms, 3203 Pleas­
ant Valley Road, Vernon, won a 
S400 scholarship for high stand­
ing, given by Pacific Brewers’ 
Agents Ltd.
Shauna Anne MacGilllvray, 398 
Orchard Avc., Penticton, also 
won the same scholarship. It is 
limited to students entering uni­
versity from high school. ' 
Siegbert Wolf, 2.504 42nd Avc., 
Vernon, won a $750 scholarship 
for proficiency proceeding to en­
gineering, physical .sciences, or 
geology, given by the Trans 
Mountain Oil Pipe Line Co.
Building Figures 
Ahwd Of 1957's
VERNON—Vernon is well out 
in front with new building this 
year. Permit figures for July 
forged ahead of those , at a com­
parative date last year, to a 
total for the first seven months 
of 1958 of $1,115,780. Last year, 
for the sanie period, the total of 
new construction was $1,109,658.
Seven new single family dwell­
ings last month took care of more 
than $73,000 of the total. An 
apartment block will cost $30,000.
GREEK TEMPLE
The Parthenon, famed temple 
in Athens, was built to honor the 
goddess Athene in 438 B.C.
School District No. 23
HIGH SCHOOL REGISTRATIONS
Will students who are newcomers to the district and 
intend to enroll in
KELOWNA SENIOR HIGH 
KELOWNA JUNIOR HIGH 
RUTLAND JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH 
pjease register between 2 - 4  p.m. on any day from Monday, 
Aug. 25 to Wednesday, Aug. 27 at the respective schools.
‘ SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 23,
F. Macklin,
Secretary-Treasurer







VERNON — Mayor Frank! 
Becker said last week he was j  
unhappy that some Vernon re.s-i 
Idents and visitors To the city 
should coivtrllnhe to city coffers 
to the tune of $3,355 In tines dur­
ing July. This, tlie mayor added, 
wn.s the highest levy ir fines in 
Vernon for many year*.
' The eight member,s of Vernon 
RCMP detachment traveled 3,051 
mllc.s last month In the course of 
their dulles, Sgl. M, McDonald 
Informed city council, Hq said 
n number of transients Were! 
checked, ' 1*
Eighteen Infractions of llic 
Liquor Act had been before the 
mogistrntes. One bright spot, ] 
commented on by the mnyot was 
that the number of biistnc.<la 
premise.' In the city left open 
last month liqd dropped to n | 
minimum.
HAVE THE WORLD 
BROUGHT INTO YOUR 
LiVINGROOM. SEE:
‘ Baseball •Football
•  Ed Sullivan * I Love Lucy
•  Great Movies * News, etc.
KOW YOUGET:
•  Free 90 day Service Policy.
•  t  Year Giiarantcc on PIcUire Tube.




•  BcMcr I^an ever picture quality
•  Reduced glare
•  23 tube performance 
e Liirirous wood cabinet




Irrifatlen — Dralnagt — eto.
BENVOULIN O.R. No.' $ 
62-M-tfo
BARR &
, (Interior) Ltd. \
. n h e  Business Thai .Qiiallly and ISerylcc |o iU 9  
594 BERNARD AVF-.
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I M  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I . . . . . . . . .
PHONE 3039
* ->  J  i>
| r .  t  ' >  r  ^  . , ^ . 1 * '^ .  1 * - ^
i m '
i .  I . : - '  K ;: '






Orioles and Okies  
Flag D eadlock
OLIVER — The heat beat the,Hank Tostenson for three runs in Ing crowd in the stands—and an i .....
champs! |a remaining two and a third in- unusuall>* quiet one—Coach Tos- ; ' " '
The heat, applied by the ninejnings. tenson, who hasn’t pitched since ' f
PENNANT ISSUE STILL ALIVE IN  OMBL
Where will the pennant fly? 
There were U t u c s  this season 
when the answer seemed to be 
Kelowna, and other times when
Kamloops seemed to be the logi­
cal home for the league flag, 
seen above being admired by 
the Kelowna Orioles, present
holders of the bunting. How- | club will be forced to play 
a clobbering by the OBC’s re- 1 sudden-death tic - breaker 
duced the ex-champs to a dead-. Sunday, Sept. 7, The OMBL , . . , I play-offs will start the follow-
lock with the Okonots, and the I j^g week.
SPORTLIGHT
H r - T "  J
1  ^
■ W
Of Hoar Frost, Hunting 
Golf Records 'n Bunting
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Soorta Editor)
There’s a tang of ‘autumn in the air these nights, even 
though it still feels like mid-summer at noonday.
'The hoar frost at night and the damp mists hanging over the 
mountains in the early morning (when sports editors are'abroad) 
bespeak one thing—oil up the rifle. 'Those expeditions to the 
hills are calling every red-blooded boy, and the freezer lockers 
were never so empty.
Very few burghers in the country have it easier than the 
good citizens of this valley, either, when it comes to bringing 
home the venison. A guy with a bit of experience at the job 
can buzz out on a Saturday morning and do the trick.
The surrounding hills abound with game—and fences. There 
Is the difference between the Nimrod of today and the lad of 
20 years ago. The big problem before the Second World War 
used to be where are they?”
The big problem today is ‘‘where are they not?” Referring 
to fences, of course. However, even though it’s necessary to 
travel a little further, circumvent a few fences, it is still quite 
possible to go out on a Saturday morning and lae back in time 
for lunch with the boodle.
Sorry if we ramble, it’s the weather.
MEANWHILE, DOWN AT 'THE RANCH. Oliver OBC’s were 
trying to make monkeys out of the statistics, which said the 
Kelowna Orioles should take the pennant by handing them a 
similar beating to the ones they have handed them in the 
majority of their league meetings this year.
'The boys from the cantaloupe country apparently have no 
use for statistics, and even less use for losing. It was up to 
the Okies and Jay Rays to decide whether the Orioles won the 
pennant or not. after the OBC’s clobbered the Orioles 20-5, 
and the Okies knotted the pennant race by beating the Jay 
Rays, 8-4. -
Win, lose or draw, however, it was a wonderful season 
of competition between the two clubs, and the play-offs will ■ 
present some very interesting aspects, when these two meet 
in the sudden-death final, Sunday, Spt. 7.
THE ORIOLES’ MINDS are on other things as they ap­
proach Labor Day weekend, however, since that is the time 
for their anmial jaunt to the north country, to the Quesncl 
baseball tourney.
Twice in a row the boys have come back with the hand­
some Quesncl Jewellers Trophy as winners of the meet,, and 
this year they are out to make it a triple win. The clubs that 
come to the meet load up, however, and there’s some pretty 
crisp baseball between any .starting club and the finals.
Last year, coach Hank Tostenson added Frank Fritz, the 
former Princeton slugger, but this year big Frank is in the 
Orioles* line-up, and there Is plenty of power throughout 
Hank’s batting linq-up. if they hit' on all cylinders. Whether 
he loads up or not will depend on the palyers’ ability to get 
away for the tourney.
Tlicy’ll be out to make a big hit, whoever they take.
ONTHE SUBJECT OF HITS, Bill Thompson of Vancouver , 
did some of the prettiest hitting .seen in these parts, on Sunday 
afternoon in the shadow of Dilworth Mountain.
He was hitting a spry little golf ball >vith ah assortment 
of clubs, this 'Thompson follow, in defence of his title ns king 
of the Ogopogo Open, and he hit it less times for the 18 holes 
than anyone ever had before—a skinny 65, for a new course 
record, two better than the former mark of 67 held jointly, 
by Bill Mawhlnney and Walt McElroy of Vancouver.
He did things that left the golfers in the gnliery pop-eyed, 
like the time he took to the woods on the 17th hole with his 
drive, then faded right onto the green, six feet from the peg 
with his .second, and holed out for a big eagle on his third.
Ho had a guy named Lyle Crawford wondering, too, as he 
came back from a five-point, Saturday deficit, to tie the 
match up and force it into extra holes, (jrawford won the first 
sudden-death hole, 4-5, and Is the new wearer of the Ogopogo 
crown.
And Thompson had to be content with second money—and 
a spoj; in hi.story.
Stam pede City  
Has Cup Hopes
By THE C.ANADIAN PRESS |Counted by quarterback Knobby 
Visions of the Grey Cup danced Wirkowski. half Dick Washington 
in the heads of Calgary fans after and half Harvey Wylie.
their Stampeders trounced Ed­
monton Eskimos 35-7 in the only 
Western Interprovincial Football 
Union game Saturday might.
It was the second straight one­
sided win at home for Otis Doug­
las’ unbeaten Stamps in the 
young WIFU season and put Cal­
gary on top of the conference 
heap
Saskatchewan Roughriders also 
have two wins but George Ter- 
Icp's charges have one defeat. 
Tied in third spot are Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers with a win and a 
loss and Edmonton, defeated in 
two of their three games. Last 
are British Columbia Lions with 
two straight losses 
In two games tonight. Stamps 
play in Vancouver against Lions, 
while Bombers invade Edmonton. 
CATCHES TWO TD PASSES 
At Calgary S a t u r d a y  night 
Ernie Warlick, 27-year-old Negro 
end from Hickory, N.C., caught 
two touchdown passes for Stamps. 
Other Calgary touchdowns were
Doug Brown converted all five 
touchdowns.
Edmonton’s points came from 
quarterback Jackie Parker who 
went over for the lone Eskimo 
touchdown and scored a single on 
a quick-kick on the last play of 
the first half.
guys in Oliver OBC’s uniform, 
beat the six pitchers — and 
drove Kelowna's iiennant-seeking 
baseball club to the showers on 
the short end of the most igno­
minious defeat they’ve ever suf­
fered.
That’s the story in a nutshell 
of Oliver’s 20-5 win over the 
Orioles here Sunday in Kelowna’s 
last scheduled OMBL game this 
season.
The Kamloops Okonots forced 
the pennarlt race into an extra 
game by beating the Jay Rays 8-4, 
and winding up the regular sea­
son with 20 wins and 10 losses, 
identical with the defending 
champs. The game will be played 
here Sunday, Sept. 7, and the 
play-offs will start the following 
week.
Oliver had it all their own way 
right from the start of the nine- 
inning, 110 - degrees - in-the-field, 
nitcher-smashing humble - fust. 
They put the hardwood to six 
Oriole chuckers 18 times for 18 
earned runs out of the 20. 
SMASHER-00!
They smashed Kelowna south­
paw Denbow out of the game in 
a third of an inning; duplicated 
that effort with Schaefer; booted 
Ray Scott in two and a third 
frames; blasted Martino back to 
centre garden in one and a third 
stanzas; subdued Bob Campbell 
in two and a third and proved 
their prowess by finally clipping 
official scorers. Driessen walked 
three, but caught only four by 
strikes, three of which were call­
ed outs, standing
Most spectacular moments of 
the hot, boring affair came in 
the fifth when Campbell smashed 
Driessen for a four-bagger, driv­
ing the ball almost 400 feet; and 
in the sixth when Oriole coach
But it was a case of hitting and I before Babe Ruth was born and 
weak pitching all around. ’The is a better first baseman any day
much-sung, oft-touted OBC chuck- 
cr Gary Driessen showed little— 
and, in fact, Orioles beat tlie 
Yank for eight hits and five runs, 
three of which were earned. ’They 
came just short of nine hits when 
a hard-hit ball by Radies to sec­
ond was ruled a fielding error by 
Hank Tostenson—his hurling staff 
of five battered off the diamond 
—stepped to the mound.
WINS RESPECT
in the week, ended the last half of 
the sixth by holding Vanderburgh 
to a ix)|>up. In the seventh, he 
took the next three men with a 
strikeout swinging, a grounder 
and a weak fly.
But Oliver got to him in the 
eighth and scored three earned 
runs on two walks and two hits.
Oliver’s hits were all singles 
except Coy’s double in the fourth. 
Coy batted one thousand hitting
Facing a respectful and admir- five-for-five. Snyder got five RBI.
GEORGE ING US —  SPORTS EDITOR
MON., AUGUST 25. 1958 'TOE DAILY COURIER
Y o u th fu l 
And O ld
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pacific Coast I.eaRiie
, W  I. Pet, GBL 
Phoenix 80 .57 .584 -
San Diego 78 .59 ,.569 2
Vancouver 7.5 63 ..513
Portland 68 70 .493
Salt U ko City 66 72 .478
Spokane 62 74 .4.56
Sacramento’ 63 76 ,449
Seattle \  59 79 .428
Tliey split them plumb, down 
the middle in the I’aelfie Coast 
tA'ngue .Sumlay in a day inarked 
by four slmiout.s,
Ttid leagiiy - leading Pho«*nlx 
Ginnt.i defeated Salt Lake City 
2-0 in the opener, and then tiK»k 
it on the chin, in the nightcap
Mixed Bowlers 
Meet Tuesday
The. Kelowna Tuesday mixed 
commercial bowling league will 
hold a general meeting on Tues­
day at 8 ,p.m., according to presi­
dent Joe Fisher. ,
At an executive meeting last 
Thursday : a tentative winter 
schedule was drawn up for pre­
sentation to members. It was the 
first'such meeting held -by the 
league officers since they , were 
elected last spring at the annual 
end-of-season banquet. The new 
officers are Joe Fisher* presi­
dent; Jack Travis, secretary, and 
Peter Newton, treasurer.
The executive reported gopd 
response in their canvass for 
teams which are drawn mostly 
from Kelowna businessmen and 
their staffs. This year Westbank 
will be well represented for the 
first time with an entry of . four 
mixed teams. The Westbankers 
credit the Opening of the new 
bridge as. the main reason for 
tiicir decision to compete in 
Kelowna.
The meeting will be held at 
the Bowladrome.
Ontario Wins 
Out In Swim, 
A fter Tusslek . ..................■ ,
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Ontario 
has retained its Canadian swim­
ming supremacy—but not without 
a tough battle.
The eastern swimmers cap­
tured the grand aggregate at the 
four-day (Canadian open swim­
ming championships which ended 
here Saturday night, set tho most 
records nnd gained the award for 
the outstanding woman pwlmmer. 
But they met strong competition 
from British Columbia and United 
States entries.
Nino of 23 records estnbll.shcd 
at the meet went to Ontario, Tl»c
National League
W L Pet. GBL 
Milwaukee 72 51 .585 —
S. Frisco 64 57 .529 7
Pittsburgh. 65 58 .528 7
Los Angeles 59 62 .488 12
St. Louis 59 63 .484 12̂ 2
Cincinnati 58 66 .468 14
Philadelphia 56 64 .467 141/2
Chicago 57 69 .452 16Viii
F'ittsburgh’s youth-minded Pi­
rates, en route to their first finish 
in the first division in ten years, 
are almost certain to boast a 20- 
game pitcher this season_.He_is 
Bob Friend, the oldest Pirate in 
point 8f service.
The 27-year-old right - hander 
has 17 victories, more than any 
other National League hurler, fol­
lowing Pittsburgh’s split of its 
Sunday doubleheader with St.
pogo Open champ, but he had his 
doubts yesterday.
Going into Sunday morning’s 18 
holes, Crawford had a comfort­
able, five-point margin over de­
fending champion Bill Thompson, 
and a dnwn-hill run to the top 
money in Kelowna’s biggest golf 
tourney.
As the shadows grew long on 
the 18th hole on the beautiful 
course in Glenmore, however, 
Crawford began to wonder, as 
Thompson came through with an­
other in a series of eagles, tying 
up the match at 138 apiece, and 
cracking the course record with 
his tight 65 for Sunday’s play, 
Louis. The split left them just It took an extra hole and a 
one percentage point behind the one-stroke advantage to unseat 
second - place San Francisco'the determined ex-champ,
Ex-Pogo Champ 
Sets New  Record
Lyle Crawford is the new Ogo- mained in the money for the




when the Decs bla.stcil <»ut> 7-1 
win. Second pl*co Sari Diego 
stayed two games Iwhlnd the
leaders with a 4-3 win over Van-,........................  _
eduver after dropping the Memorial Club of Tor-
game 3-.., Seattle l(M)k an 8-6 odto set four of them in relay
races; Bert Ilumpl of Toronto .set 
two in breast .stroke events; nnd 
Britlcsh Empire gnirics swlmmor 
.Sara Barber î f Brantford got the
WEEKEND FIGHTS
Dr THE ASfiOqATKQ TRESR 
Havana —. O«ct)dto Suarrffl. 18, 
Cuba, owt|)olnU*dl Jose Luis Mora, 
i m u  Meklet>. 10.
DeliroH — Wllf Owavrs. 15IVi. 
Edmonton, wulpointed Shernum 
Wil'illams, 153, UailsvUle, 10, 
DciroH — Henry Hank, 157̂ 4, 
Detroit. utopfMMl Chadia Cotton 
Toledo, Ohio, '
.;,.Uvielory over Sacramento niul lost 
the nightcap 1-0, while Portland 
LJ:* sluihml S|K)kane 2-0 ip the opener 
■* and lost the second conto.st 6-2. 
Plrichhitter Dick Haurnor was 
the Salt Lake City hero. He 
whacked a grand slam homer In 
the sixth to Ixeak a H  tie In 
the second gnine,
In the, opener Phoenix 1 right­
hander Joe Shlitley made his first 
rogulnr appeOrance a shutout 
victory, Tile Bees’ Joe Christo­
pher was the only Salt Lake 
player to got pa.sl first. He did 
It with a Iriirie in the second. 
But Shipley i pitched his way out 
of the inning and wound Up strik- 
Ing <nit five Giants.
At Ban Diego, the Pndre.s 
wound up their l)ost attcnde<l 
season hy eriging Vancouver In 
the Inst Inning of the nightcap 
vvlum Dkk Smith uinglvd with  ̂
two out. Club offlcial.H said 291,- 
712 turned out for the home team 
during J».58-an IncrcMo of IW,.
1468 over last year.
othor three and the award for the 
outstanding swimmer.
EDMONTON (CP) — A soft- 
spoken young Texan stood up un­
der pressure Saturday to win the 
Canadian open golf championship 
by a stroke in a stretch duel with 
a seasoned veteran.
Wes Ellis, a 26-year-old native 
of San Antonio now playing out 
of Ridgewood, N.J., overcame 
early nervousness and last - hole 
jitters to score a four-under-par 
66 in the final roiind and finish 
the 72-hole competition 13 strokes 
under par with 267.
This was one better than Jay 
Hebert of Sanford, Fla., who 
hold a two-stroke lead over Ellis 
and two others after 54 holes,
NOT LONG ENOUGH 
Hebert, plhying conservative 
golf until the final holes when he 
knew he was b e h i n d ,  came 
around in onc-undcr-par 69, miss 
ing ri la.st chance for a tic when 
his 45-foot putt on the 72nd green 
stopped 18 inches short.
The victory in the $25,00(1 Open 
was the fir.st tourriament triumph 
for Ellis, in his first year on the 
pro golf tour, nnd it brought him 
$3,500 nnd the Sengrnhi Gold Cup. 
Hebert earned $2,300 for hi.s sec­
ond-place finish.
George Baypr of Lomont, HI, 
who won the Open last year, fin­
ished strongly yvith rounds of 64 
nnd 65 that gave him a 209 total 
nnd third-place iponcy of $1,800.
Top Canadian was Stan Leon­
ard of Vancouver, a 44-.vcnr-old 
pre-tournament favorite tvho fin­
ished with a 68, for 270 nnd a five- 
way tic for , fourth place. , Ho 
earned $1,520, getting $1,220 for 
his high finlsl) nnd another $300 
n.s low Cnnadlan.
Giants.
Friend wais credited with the 
Pirates’ 8-4 first game triumph 
although he gave way to Elroy 
Face after seven innings. St. 
Louis rallied for five runs in the 
eighth and won the second game 
12-8.
BRAVES WIN
In other games, Milwaukee In­
creased its first - place -margin 
over San Francisco to seven 
games, defeating the Giants 8-5 
in 10 innings. Cincinnati nipped 
Los Angeles 6-5 and Philadelphia 
swept a doubleheader from Chi­
cago 13-8 and 5-3. The second 
game was called after eight inn­
ings because of darkness.
(Dn Saturday the Pirates beat 
Chicago 6-1 while Los Angeles 
butchered the Braves 10-1, Phila- 
delohia defeated St. , Louis 4-2 
and San Franciso downed Cinciri- 
nati 5-2.
Bill Mazeroski and Hank Foiles 
drove in two runs each to provide 
Pittsburgh’s margin of victory in 
Sunday’s opener. Stan Musial’s 
pinch single in the eighth ignited 
a five-run inning and enabled the 
Cards to overcome an 8-7 deficit 
in the nightcap. Ken Boyer hit a 
three-ruri homer earlier for the 
winners.
Hank Aaron ruined the day in 
San , Francisco, srhashing a two- 
run homer in the tenth as Mil­
waukee snapped a 5-5 tie. The 
Braves added another run off 
Red Worthington on Joe Adcock’s 
double nnd singles by Andy Pafko 
and Johnny Logan, Leon Wagner 
hit his third homer in four days 
for Giants.
give the Langara Golf Club as­
sistant pro, Crawford, the crown. 
AMATTUR CROWN
Marine Drive’s Johnny John­
ston took a firm, four-under-par 
grip on the amateur crown, his 
140 topping the field of the non­
money boys by a neat margin, 
and giving him the prize won last 
year by Hec MacDonald, now of 
Vancouver.
Moe Young, a guy who knows 
bis way down the left lane of an 
ice arena, proved he can handle 
a golf ball with equal mastery, 
and copped the interior amateur 
crown, worn by club-mate Don 
Day last year. Young, who star­
red with the Kelowna Packers, 
Allan Cup finalists last year, shot 
151.
A1 Nelson of Burquitlam and 
Bill Watson of Peace Portal both 
slipped from their, second-place 
tie in Saturday’s play, but re­
route
Other amateurs who figured 
high in the scoring were Ed 
Huyck of Marine, Ted Kirk and 





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Hamilton Tiger Cats turned op­
portunist Saturday night to edge 
Ottawa Roughriders 13-7 and take 
first place in the Big Four Foot­
ball Union,
The Ticats took advantage of 
even the slightest Ottawa miscue, 
intercepting three passes, recov­
ering three Ottawa fumbles and 
blocking an Ottawa field goal at­
tempt. ITiree of the key defensive 
plays led to Hamilton points.
After Gerry McDougall booted 
a 30-yard field goal, Bobby Daw­
son intercepted a n . Ottawa pass 
and returned it 22 yards to begin 
Hamilton’s lone touchdown drive 
which stood up for a 10-7 opening- 
quarter lead,
Ticats dipped into their bag of 
tricks for the touchdown, a 42- 
yard pass-and-run play. - Quarter­
back Bernie Faloney.lateralled to 
Skippy Giancarielli who passed to 
Ron Howell all alone on the 
Roughrider 15. McDougall con­
verted.
HANK TOSTENSON 
. . . .  sixth pitcher
Tostenson was the only chucker 
who could stop Snyder, which hk 
did twice, leaving the Oliver 
coach with live-for-seven.
Kelowna had a big hole in its 
lineup with Fritz off with a bad 
back. Martino was in a slump at 
the plate. Gatherum scored most 
honors, batting three-for-four and 
one sacrifice. He doubled in tho 
ninth. Culos got two-for-three.
Officials estimated diamond 
temperatures during the game 
ranged between 105 and 110.
Score by innings:
Kelowna 001 111 001— 5 8 3 
Oliver 603 215 03x-20 18 4 
Denbow. Schaefer, Scott, Mar­
tino, Campbell, Tostenson and 
Radies. Driessen and Wheclhousc. 
WP—Driessen, LP—Denbow. Um­
pires—Schlosscr and Robipson. 
Scorers — Bowering nnd Gotro. 















Frank L a r y laughs at the
SUNDAY'S STARS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
lllUing: Hank A a r o n ,  Mil
vvaukce Braves, His two - run 
homer in th6 10th inning snapped 
a 5-5 tie with San Francisco 
Giants nnd led to Milwaukee’s 8-3 
triumph. Aaron singled In the ty­
ing run in the fifth.
Pitching; Frank Larry, Detroit 
Tigers, Ho allowed Now York six 
hits In Detroit’s 8-3 first - game 
victory for his sixth triumph over 
theynnkee.s thl.s season.
SIGNS OF CHANGE
WINNIPEG (CP) -  Tlic stone 
nnd metal gates erected at the 
entrance to the University of 
Manitoba In 1912 have boon taken 
down because they arc too nnr 
row for modern vehicles. Dr. 
H. H. Snunderson, university 
president, said only one car could 
pass through at n time.
BOWLING MEETING
-------------- —  \
Tuesday Mixed Commercial Bowling League 
will hold a GENERAL MEETING TUES- 




moaners w h o  are constantly 
howling“ brcak up tho Yankees.”
, Break ’em up?. Not on your 
life. Lary’s only complaint is that 
he doesn’t see enough of Casey 
Stengel’s A m e r i c a n  League 
champions.
The stocky Detroit righthander 
faced the Yankees Sunday for the 
seventh time this season and for 
the sixth time he boat them. Tho 
score was 8-3, enabling the Ti­
gers to gain a split in their 
doublchcadcr as the Yankees 
won the nightcap .3-2.
Not since 1944 has n pitcher 
whipped tho Yankees six times 
in one campaign. Oddly enough, 
It was done by a pair of Detroit 
h u r 1 e r s, Hal Newhouser and 
Dizzy Trout.
WIDEN LEAD
I’he split enabled the runaway 
Yankees to widen their load to I 
12 games over Chicago, beaten | 
5-2 by Bnltimoro. Boston’s third- 
place Red Sox advanced to within 
a game and a half of the White 
Sox, sweeping a doublchendor 
from Kansas City 14-3 nnd 3-2 in 
11 Innings. Cleveland swamped 
Wa.shingtoii 9-1 in a single game.
Saturday, Chicago trimmed the 
yanks 7-1 behind Billy P i e r c e  
while Kansas City defeated Wash­
ington .3-1, Detroit boat Bnitii 
more .5-1 and Cleveland downed 
Boston 8-1,
In the Sunday opener. Charlie 
Maxwell led the Tiger attack
with a pair of singles and a
home run. ,
Norm Sicbern’s ninth - Inning 
home run snapped a 2-2 tie for 
New York in the second game. 
Herb Moford, who had held tho 
Yankees hitlcss after the first in­
ning, was the loser. The victory 
was credited to Bobby Shantz,
who went the distance for the
fir.st time since April 27.
TOURIST BOOSTER
FREDERICTON (CP) — More 
than 1,000,000 tourl.sts visited New 
Brunswick last year, nnd R. A. 
Twccdic,* director of the N.B. 
travel bureau, has an idea on 
how to attract more. He sug­
gests residents send postcards of 
attractive provincial scenes to 
friend.s in other parts of Canada 
and abroad.
■(
N e ed  extra  cash for car repairs?
A  N I A G A R A  loan will banish care*!
iA/’' '/ ' "u
Au-Canarflan Lma C«mip«ny
101 RADIO RI.DG. 
I'llONE 2811
Draacbes Ibroubgoul Orltish Coliunbla
It's Your Choice . . .
AND TASTE WHICH 
DECIDES H IE  BEST
REIRESIIMI'NI
BUT
WHEN YOU DECIDE TO
M O V E
U lO O iii: R K IIIT. . .  
CHOOSE
r a ir e t s M n g
CHAPAAAN'S
YOUK LOCAi: ALLIED VAN LINES ACiEN IS 
PHONE
If r
SEADRAGON IS SIXTH U.S. NUCLEAR POWERED SUB
The Seadragon. youngest and | at Portsmouth naval shipyard 
most powerful U.S. atomic sub- 1 to take her place as the 6th of 
marine, sUdcs down the ways the U.S. navy's nuclear-power-
I cd subs. The 268-foot, twin-
screwed attack submarine Is 
schcdulued to join the fleet dur­
ing the winter of 1959.
Soviet Union And Communist China 
Record Harvests This Year





way’s second-largest city wel­
comed the U.S. submarine Skate 
amid controversy over whether 
nuclear-powered vessels are safe 
in heavily-populated areas.
The argument, with il-s far- 
reaching implications for peace­
ful use of nuclear power, was 
started by Denmark when that 
country refu.sed to let the Skate! 
visit Copenhagen for fear of a 
colli.sion or other accident.
The Norwegians, who are work­
ing on an atoimc-iHJwered cargo, 
ship, rejecter the fears. A naval i 
source called the Danish action I 
utter nonsense, a view also cx-j 
‘ pressed by some Copenhagen 
newspapers. i
COPENHAGEN <AP' — The! 
Danish government decision to| 
bar the U.S. atomic submarine! 
Skate from Cofienhagen's harbor j 
is not the first instance when a| 
newfangled vessel has caused 
alarm among Danish authorities.
In 1319 harbor officials told the 
skipper of the first steamship to 
visit Copenhagen, the Caledonia, 
to put out the fire under the 
boilers before he entered the 




il>een planned to handle on an- ' MON.. AllOllST S5. 19.58 
imuU flow of. 3.000,000 passcngef.s THE UAIIA COllttlER 5 _
—SIX times the maximum tori'- ......  ‘ .....  "
seen when the airixirt originally, 700,000 passengers, it was do­
wns planned som.‘ 10 years ago, cidtHl that nothing Ic'ss than the 
Planning for the extension o( virtual leconstruction of the ex­
ilic aupon. nine iiulcs from the idling airiKUl wenild be necessary 
■centre of Hiu.ssels. tn'gan in 195.5. cojic with the foreseeable in- 
w'tieii the world’,s major airlines,vrease of passengers wiUiin thu
BRUSSELS (Reuters' — Brus- placi'd their l int  orders for intcr-'next 10 yoar.s.^^______________
has outcrown its Meisbrix'k continciital je t ail craft. I
international Airport after onlv But bv 1957. w lieu annual pas-1 What was probably the vvu Id •  
S ^  ve^rs senger traffic .at Rrus.scls had j first horticulturaL society was ^
A new. cxtcndiHl airinut has doubled in five years to
By T I I03I.AS P. W H IT N E Y  lo u v iv  juu..* ..w,,...- - | --------- ^  r  ’
AP Foreicn News Analyst (1956 to put uncultivated lands to grown daughters.
the plow. The "nev/ lands" area! When she gets
B o t l i  t h e  S o v i e t  U n i o n  a n d  C o n i - '
PLEADS INNOCENCE
Naida Salll. 20. of Amman 
Jordan, shown as she pleaded 
not guilty to charges of carry­
ing explosives for a gang of 
bomb throwers who allegedly 
plotted the overthrow of King 
Hussein. A court-martial charg­
ed she turned bombs over to 
plotters.
C A R L I  N G 'S
add this selection
.................................  _ a request for
i.s subject to drought more often 1 Oriental extra.s. Bessie tries to 
muni-st China report record har- I find them from among the 60
vests this year. Reaning a gcKxi harvest is par- registered with the Screen Actors
Peiping Radio says the harvest ticularly important to Communist Guild. If she can’t find them 




|v iJitj/1.11 vurib ............. — — — , — ----- -----  -
Ji i-.li.. iii-ir «.... .".V.W .-.h- i,[i ii . With the 6(X).000.000 popu-jtherc, Bessie starts hunting,
s last year and is expected "to latjon soaring, there is a constant 
 the best in Chinese history."'race between the food supply and 
This followed a big harvest of the population. Famine and star- 
winter wheat. Pciping says. | vation are always an imminent 
'The Soviet news agency Tass possibility when the harvest is 
estimates the 1958 grain harvest poor.
In the U S S  R, will be larger! 'The new harvest comes at a 
than the record 1956 crop. jparlicularly advantageous time
Tass adds the crop everywhere^ for the Communist Chinese gov-^,,o c-wniinKii'x i"'* inuiai* 
Is either gixxl or average and no-’crnmcnl. It is pushing an cnor-j elephants for four leopards from 
where bad. In the Soviet Union mos program for industrialization Moscow Zoo. 
at least one of the major grain-| which i.s going to strain the n.a- 
imxiucing areas rarely escapes'lion severely. A bad harve.st on 
drought. the industrialization drive
'This Ls particularly true of could have conceivably led to a 
north central A.sia and southern disastrous situation and endan- 
Siberia, whore Nikita KhrushchevtKcred the government of Mao 
rettlcd hundred-s of thousands of Tse-tung.____________________
SWAP ANIMALS
LONDON (CPt — The London 
is excha ging two I dian
65 British Smokers 
Plan No-Smoke Holiday
I—at least for a while,” said the 
Baptist minister.
Like members of Alcholics An
Bessie Loo Fills Film 
Town's Oriental Order
!onymous, those enrolled at the 
1 non-smoking society find they can
By PATRICK McNULTY
HOLLYWOOD (AP) — When 
casting directors wanted wives 
and kids for Yul Brynner in The 
King and I, a whole village for 
Teahouse of the August Moon 
and a battalion of Korean sol­
diers for Pork Chop Hill, they 
called Bessie Loo.
And Bessie, who has been sup­
plying Hollywood with Oriental 
extras for 19 years, filled the 
orders.
Sometimes it's not too easy to 
find a certain actor, says Bessie, 
a California - born Chinese who 
was once an actress herself.
Supplying a white-bearded old 
man for Teahouse of the August 
Moon, she says, was tougher than 
rounding up a whole regiment of 
Japanese soldiers. After a long 
hunt, Bessie located a bearded
LOST FOWL
NORWICH. Eng. (CP) — More 
than 8,000 birds were destroyed 
on poultry farms in Norfolk af­
ter four outbreaks of fowl pest
ANCIENT BONES
BARHAM, England (CP)—The 
remains of an elephant, a rhi­
noceros, a wolf and a hyena have 
been found in a gravel pit in this 
Suffolk village.
MORE FISH
BASILDON. Eng, (CP) — The 
I Essex River Board is to supply 
old-timer. Everything was going; fJSO worth of mixed fish to stockAtfQtfxi'C in fnic H.cc£kv tnurnfine until one sunny morning 
when he didn't show up on the 
set.
Just tired of being a movie 
.star, he explained, while the di­
rector tore his hair and the en­
tire company stood idle. The old 
fdlow agreed to return to work
the waters in this Essex town 
where fish have run short.
OLD GREETING
DORCHESTER. England (CP) 
Phonograph records and tape re­
corders are among exhibits at a 
museum in this town, former 
home of the Dorset Regimenticii lu it-v iii vw (u)iut; ui x\û txuciu
if Bessie would provide chauffeuri which now is amalgamated with 
.service to and from the studio, the Devons. They include a greet-
She quickly agreed 
BABIES ARE PROBLEM
Infants frequently are a prob­
lem, too. Bessie looked two days 
before locating a young mother 
willing to place her 21-month-old 
baby before the cameras for 
Battle Hymn
Bessie........- -------
eral pictures including The Good 
Earth, is married to actor Rich-
ing from a Canadian regiment, 
Les Fusiliers de Sherbrooke.
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EASTLEIGH. England (CP)— 
The mayor ot this Hampshire 
town, E. R. Beavis, rode in a 
1906 automobile during the carni- 
ival procession. It was loaned by 
who appoarei^ in _sev-( ^Qjjtagu of Beaulieu.
SETS RECORD
ALCONBURY. England. (CP)— 
By donating 1.048 pints of blood 
the United States Air Force base 
here broke a record shared 
jointly bv the RAF stations at 
Mildenhall and Scunthorpe.
w a sh ed  o f f
MARGATE, England (C P I-  
Four men driving piles Into the 
shore at this seaside resort were 
thrown into the sea by the wash 
of a passing s t e a m e r .  They 
waded ashore.
By EDDY GILMORE
LONDON (AP)— Sixty-five men 
and women are soon to go off on 
one of the strangest vacations
yet—a holiday without tobacco. I their re.solution not to puff
They're going to pay for all thiS j^y meeting regularly and discus- 
fun, too. sing Uieir triumphs and defeats.
Britain'.^ first vacation in self-j 
discipline is sponsored by the Na­
tional Society for Non - Smokers, j 
It will be held at the pretty sea-! 
side town of Ryde on the Isle of 
Wight.
People who want to learn how 
to stop smoking will pay £3 
($8.40) for their stay at a guest ̂ 
house for a four-day period begin- ] 
ning Sept. 26. |
To help them give up clgarets. I 
pipes and cigars, the sticiety has i 
provided a staff of specialists, in­
cluding chest physicians, psycho­
therapists and medical officers.
Another such v a c a t i o n  is 
planned for next April at Burton 
Manor residential college for 
adult education at Liverpool.
In the meantime, the .Society 
for Non-Smokers, which started 
smokers’ clinics in London three 
months ago, claims a successful 
beginning.
“About 150 people have regist­
ered at our London clinic,’’ said 
Rev. H. V. Little, secretary of 
the London branch. "Thirty of 
them have completely given up 
smoking."
The society works on the theory 
that misery loves company.
“And giving up tobacco is a 
misery for some ot these people
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy , will be 
despatched to you at once
This special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.nii
to your collection...
Musical evening ahead? Add to everyone’s 
listening pleasure w ith high fidelity/auor  
-  smoother, lighter Black Label beer I
It’s brewed right here in B.C. -  perfectly!
The  C A R L I N G  Breweries  (B.C.) L i m i t e d
for free home delivery phone
2 2 2 4
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TEMFERATURI'^ nro ex­
pected to avenige bcloW normal 
sea.sonnl readings in Cnnndu 
from the we.sterii Maritimes to 
the ea.stern part of Saskatch­
ewan during the 3(Nlay penml 
ending Sept, 15. Most of West­
ern Canada can expect tem­
peratures ranging from near 
normal to nlwvo normal. Tills 
niap. prepareil on the basis of 
tile .3l)-dny oulUxik al.so shows
precipitation during the periotl 
is I'xpected to exceed normnl 
in the Maritlmesi Quebec and 
eastern Ontario, while the rest 
of the country can count on 
iiKKicrate-to-light rainfall, Fig- 
iKcs at right show normal teni- 
pernture.s and normal precipita­
tion in lnchc.s of rainfall for 
cities in the various regions 
filling the period mid-August 
to mld-Septcmbor.
P I
. ^ P U S H S U T T O N
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LONG SUPER DRUGS LTD.
STEADY GAIN
LONDON (CP' — Unemploy­
ment in the United Kingdom in 
July was the lowest since Janu­
ary. The ministry of labor re­
ported .some 412,000 out of work 
that month. 17,000 fewer than the 
previous month.
- FATAL GIFT
APPLEBY MAGNA. England 
(CP)—Philip Gray, 10. died in 
this Leicestershire community 12 
hours after being struck on the 
temple by a ball. His parents had 
given him a cricket bat and ball 
the day before the accjdcnt.
RETIRED WINNER
ASHMANSWORTH, Eng. (CP) 
Percy Beale, who had won more 
than 200 pigs in bowling contests 
at the flower show in this Hnmp- 
•shire villngc, withdrew this year 
for the first time in 40 j’cnrs.
COTTON CAMPAIGN
LONDON (CP)—A large textile 
company is distributing 2,000,000 
leaflets in a campaign urging 
shoppers to buy only Briti.sh- 
mnde cotton goods.
FISH PUZZLE
COPTHORNE, England (C P I- 
Twelve ronqh—small fish-were 
found swimming in n roadside 
ditch in this Sussex village. The 
ditch is com|)lotoly isolated and 
there are no ponds in the area. 
Villagers traiwfcrrcd them to a 
river.
NAVY POPULAR
LONDON (CP)—During three 
"open days," the Royal Navy 
establishment.s a,t Chatham, Ply­
mouth,'Portsmouth, and Portland 




l.ONDON (API V  'llic Sqvict 
Union Is, building tl'ie longest 
canal In the world, Moscow radio 
lir.s boasted. Called the Karnkum 
Canal, tho waterway is being cut 
562 miles across the Turkmen 
Desert. It will bring water from 
the Ainudarya, central Asla’a 
largest llvrf, to IrilHale 13,- 
WKI.mm acres of imsluie bind,
M IL K  P R O T E C T IO N
Unpasteiirlred milk may l>e 
.•afeguarded If It is boated to the 
simmeiing t>owt for 30 second*, 







l''Ao)’y year M odem  Canada brings renewed p leasu^s when you 
travel logclher by car . . . and that pleaaure is increastk! by the 
lively performance yon can be sure ol with B-A Velvet 98 gasoline 
. . .  best ever sold. B-A’s exclusive now Velvet compound smoollifl 
out every mile of plqnsnrc-fillcd holiday driving, gives you the 
com plete  engine protecliAn you need for lop econom y! B-A Velvet 98 
gives all the power iiolontial possible from today’s high-comprcs.iion
Oigino.s. \  , . >
Feel the important diffcronco you got with this revolutionary 
gasoline. Fill up with B-A Velvet 98 gasoline . . .  modern-made fo f  
modern Canada on the move, ’
Coast to coo il in C anada, you'll enjoy fl'o ATTENTION you yot,from  M r. B'A- ;
' I I V *
t h e  B R I T I S H  A W I E R I C A N  O I L  C O W I P A M Y  l - I I V I I T E D
G ASO LINES
„ / u  ■*
Even The Brightest Child Needs 
To Learn Self-Reliance A t Home
HITHER AND YON
MR. AND MRS. R. B, WINSBY
, _ . . . have reUirnccJ from a week’s
.. „  „  .. 1 1 i.. i. >,1 rii'niiing holiday in north centralBy Carry OeTcUnil Myers. Ph.D Lven if I keep him after school j, ^  ^
to finish some assignment. 1 must ^
No matter how bright . iv* near him. His teachers in the RETURNING BY CP.\ . . .  to­
day, Mrs. F. VV. Pridham has 
soent a few days in V’ancouver, 
visitin<» her daughter and son-in- 
l:>w. Ml. and Mrs. Keith Mc­
Donald.
«  iiiaiwi ri t your teac ers i  t e
child is, he ntay not do Wicu at three grades pushed, prod-
school if he has not le a rn s  self- coaxed him and he just
reliance and rcsjxmsibiUty at —. v,.. 
home. He needs to have good got by."At home I find he
"• ----- ----- - ......, what he wants be devious melh-himself, conforming to essential ^.^orc
family regulations a n d  doing iKjrform. morning after morn 
faithfully a number of home
-------  --- - , tiuu.c . .....a .... can get
practice at home in waiting on
chores.
TEACHER COltlPEAlNS
So many mothers write me of 
the child, usually in the early 
grades, whose teacher complains,-i 
that he must have constant per- 
sonal attention from her.
••He’ll do well if I stand right 
over him," she often reports to 
the parent.
Typically, the parent just 
pleads with this child or e.vhorls |
MRS.lu ijeniniii. iiiuiiii.iK .in-.i. , J.\CK McLEOD . . . and
mg. day after day, even though daughter Donna were in V.nncou- 
I suggested to the parents that ver on the wce’cend. where Donna 
a simple task be assigned which ,̂,35 particinating in the Holly- 
he must t>erform come* what Search of Talent at the
maii. _  PNE.
"On a rainy day recently, his v
mother called for him at school. Mr. and Mrs. John v.cllor left last 
I had all 1 could do to remain week for a two-week holiday.
silent when I smw RECENT VISITORS . . .  at the
a chair wĥ ile she put on his over-
..........  ..... .......................  , hi'r.' rintinc uhirh other Bankhead, were Mr. and Mrs.
him or even pnishes him in thej for^ He seems to.W'^Kav and sons Bnicc and Doug
hope of m a^ng him more aler | children b̂ eg fm.^^ ; from Vancouver.
this dws* more haim than good. ' but can t understand that he has ALBERTA . . . Mr. and
It doesn’t occur to Uie parent that to keep his part of the bargain. Howard Foat and their two
this child needs oracticc at home | If have a child like th^ children arc stayinc with Mrs. 
in self-reliance and cesponsibil-; o"c. you can sec w haO ^ Richter St., for
-ity. c.specially in doing regular i IS y ^ ^  himself to hTs ^
jobs he can t escape any more j HOUSE GUESTS . . .  of Mr.
of on not the vouiig-' ' bullcUns. "Self-reliance" ,f,ncl Mrs. E. C. Mailc. Beach Ave.,
ctP  ̂ h fo /a v e S e l m-simerior n t  and "Responsibility", may be Mr. and Mrs. R. B. McKay have 
tivc ability The brighter he is ' had by sending a self-addressed. ^r,me from Vancouver for a few
home m making-his paients luS : ' p a RBNTS* 1 GUESTS OF . . . Mrs. E. J.
servants and in not doing waal he ; *̂ ^*^*  ̂ Icim k. Watt Road, arc her broth-
‘‘T r o r S s l . 'c U - u ' i i  a .e a c h e r l^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^  >oa eypec. you, t o b - - " . '
writes of a boy. 10. whose IQ is of twm. three o.- four^to put his John Hickson, of \ancou\ci.
130 aoo is above average); 'Aoys ^vay bedtime? j e x -KELOWNIANS . . . hero for
"He doesn’t do his assignedi A. Yes. but I would also help)




T« grill ipartribt over (ooti, d* 
not Mparato Ihonv but vrtavo a 
oktwtr through tho wholo cut. Ro« 
tolo ovor hot (ooli for cbout on 
hour end a hell, boUing from time 
to time.
‘ ' J




• New York’s top-flight dc.sign- 
ers, having endorsed the tra­
peze line, have done it justice 
In suits, dresses and coats of 
^rcat distinction. Harry Frcch- 
tel does a handsome trapeze
suit costume of gray, black 
and w'hite checked French wool 
and gives it a short-sleeved, 
tuck-in blouse of fabric in a 
matching chock. The pleats of 
the skirt overlap at the waist­
line and flare at the bottom. 
The belt is black calfskin.
work unless I keep after h im .; him.
GLENMORE
! GLENMORE — Mr. and Mrs. 
7. Gray have returned after 
land ing  an enjoyable four week 
holiday in California. Two out­
standing side-trips were spent 
tft Disneyland and Marine ^ n d . 
On their return they visited 
friends and relatives in Van­
couver.
at the home of the latter’s par­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Purdy, 
left at the beginning of the week 
for their home in Red Deer, Alta.
Mrs. S. Pearson travelled to 
Banff to see her daughter dance 
with the company.
Mi.ss Elizabeth Ford, of Quebec 
City and Mrs. M. Silverson of 
Victoria. B.C. have returned to 
their homes after spending sev­
eral weeks visiting their sister
e n m o r e  i. .ypanding by .oaps » j;. 
and bounds. Building permits is-
Mr. S. Ellwood, of Prince Al­
bert, Sask. is holidaying at the 
home of his daughter and son- 
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Purdy.
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
n two-week holiday are Mr. and | 
Mrs. Geoff Aggasiz wdth Barbara 
and John from Calgary.
FROM EDMONTON . . .  Mr. 
and Mrs. Lloyd Flintoft and 
daughter Donna arc spending a 
' few davs with Mr. and Mrs. 
i George Flintoft. Manhattan Drive.
: WEEKEND GUESTS . . .  of
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Pollard w-erc 
;Mrs. Pollard’s brother and sistcr- 
) in-law. Mr. and Mrs. W. K. 
Gowans with Linda, Maureen and 
Jimmy, from Trail.
By TRACY ADRIAN
Whether it's for evening, af­
ternoon, or luncheon, these 
beautiful baubles will give a 
luxurious and festive air to the 
costume you select for tlic occa­
sion.
The necklace is a glowing 
four-strand bib combination of 
pearl melange and aurora crys­
tals. With it are pearl and 
sparkling rhinestone earrings. 
"I^is set is equally attractive 
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KEEP IN TRIM
sued during the first two weeks 
in August totalled $113,000.00
Miss Diane Selzler. daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Selzler. of 
Quesncl, B.C. has been a guest 
for the past two weeks at the 
home of her aunt and uncle, Mr. 
and Mrs. P. Selzler.
Congratulations are.
to Mr“ and Mrs. Joh , Naito on 
the birth of a son.
Guests at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. L. Snowsell last week were 
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dawson and 
their two children of San Fran­
cisco, California.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Robson have 
returned frorh a week s holiday 
spent in the Shuswap and Mara 
Lake area.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Sauer and son
Guests at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Lome Mitchell were the 
former’s brother and sister-in- 
law Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell 
extended! and their three children of Mis-
Leave Small Margin For Curves 
When Dieting To Lose Weight
PEACHLAND
sion, B.C.
Mr. Jack Sutton has-«peht the 
past two weeks visiting at the 
home of his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Felix Sutton.
A.C. John Thomson, who is at 
present stationed with the RCAF 
in Clinton, Ontario, is home on 
furlough.
i Mr. a’nd Mrs. John Gowans and 
their three children returned 
home after spending two weeks 
at their camp on Christina Lake
Greg, who have .been holidaying'in the Kootenays.
i
By IDA JEAN KAIN
Every woman ‘‘blossoms’’ un­
der admiring comments. ‘‘How 
beautifully well you look, my 
dear, since you’ve taken off 
weight!" is sweet music to the 
reducer. In fact, praise is such 
heady wine, it can tempt dieters 
to reduce too far.
If you need to reduce 20 pounds 
don’t go on to make it 30! Be 
wary of the ‘‘diet look” that 
comes with paring down too fine.
A smill margin for curves ser­
ves to put a bloom on a woman.
The weight that is right for 
you is an individual matter. No 
chart can reveal to the pound 
exactly what you should weigh, 
for these charts are based on 
averages. There is a weight zone 
within which your weight is right. 
While height and body build are 
helpful as a guide, your weight 
is the total of bone, muscle, fat 
and fluid in the body. Let your 
mirror and your well being be 
your specific guide. Your, best 
weight may be as much as 8 to 
10 pounds above your stream­
lined normal.
One dieter. 5’3" tall, who had 
been sixty pounds overweight for 
almost 20 years, reduced from 180 
to 150 pounds. She held that 
weight loss for many months and 
then reduced another 20 pounds. 
She is now happily content to hold 
her weight at 130 pounds. She 
looks young a n d  pleasingly 
plump. Had she carried her re­
ducing to the ultra-stieamlined 
level, she would have appeared
drawn and older.
It is the women who overdo it 
on the slimming who cause men 
to state a preference for women 
with curves. “ I can’t abide a too- 
thin woman" is a favorite ex­
pression with the men.
Reducing is always an indi­
vidual matter. If you have been 
greatly overweight for many a 
year, it is a mistake to attempt 
to achieve the weight you were 
as a bride.
What should you do if your face 
appears thin and depleted fol­
lowing reducing? Be sure you 
are getting grade A nutrition, 
with optimum amounts of the 
foods which furnish body replen­
ishing nutrients. Make a meal­
time companion of protein, for it 
is the youth-restoring food. Have 
lean meat, fish, chicken or eggs 
at every meal. In addition, have 
2 to 3 glasses of skim milk or 
buttermilk daily to add calcium, 
the mineral that acts as a buf­
fer tq the nervous system. Daily 
have green leafy and yellow veg­
etables, and two, or three fruits, 
including a citrus fruit or juice. 
Also have whole grain bread and 
cereal. This is a protective pat­
tern for keeping young.
And do take some form of m ^ -  
erate, regular exercise. Exercise 
tones and tightens and stops the 
sagging. Exercise stimulates the 
circuluation and brings a glow. 
Another r e w a r d  — exercise 
streamlines your measurements, 
straightens posture and helps you 
to look and feel buoyantlyyoung.
PEACHLAND — Mr. and Mrs. 
Wm. Merchant, who have spent 
the past six weeks with the lat­
ter's father, Mr. Zeb Witt, have 
left for their home in Coronation, 
Alla.
Mr. Albert Zanbergen. who has 
recently arrived from the White­
horse district. Yukon Territory, 
has purchased a house and two 
lots from S. G. Dell, and is to 
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WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Perry and two sons of Port 
Mann were recent visitors at the 
home of Mrs. Perry’s mother, 
Mrs. Ester Turricr.
Mr. and Mrs. John McGnrvie 
and sons of Cascade were visit 
ing their respective parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. A. McGnrvie and Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs, Bill Goffie, Vicky, 
Ronnie and Lanl of Quesnol were 
recent visitors at the home of 
Mrs. Goffle's parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. C. L. Gunn.





Store buyers tell ua that 
the handbag with a double 
handle never stays In the show­
case long. That second handle 
certainly Is a safety factor 
when the bag l.s opened, ns 
wo’vo so often discovcTed, 
Josef puts double handles on̂
a calf pouch, the typo of hand­
bag that Is always In style, no 
matter what tho time or the 
season. It Is simply dc.slgned 
and beautifully proportioned, 
its only detail tho double gold- 
plated lock. It comes In several 
high colors ns well as Uic 
hn.slcs.
Icne and Marvin have returned 
to the district and taken up re­
sidence in the Alan Gibbons 
home. "
Mrs. Alan Gibbons and sons 
Randy and Shelley have return­
ed to Prince Rupert after spend­
ing an extended holiday in the 
district visiting friends and •re­
latives.
PLAN SAFETY PROGRAM
SUDBURY, Ont. (CP) ^  Police 
hero intend to crack down on 
parents who allow young children 
to r o a m  the .streets without 
proper supervision, Chief Con­
stable John D. Burger said "we 
arc very concerned with the num­
ber of children, purtleularly pre­
school age children —■ who have 
been hit by automobiles t h i s  
year." Since the beginning of the 
year 19 childfcp under 10 have 
been .struck by cars here.
JEAN VIPOND SCHOOL OF DANCING
1062 Leon Ave.
Reopen ror Cliwscs In —
—  ACROBATIC
—  BATON \ '
—  TAP
—  BA1.LET AND NATIONAL
Fnioll early to facilitate nrrangcmcnf of classes
1
fo r  Forther Information Phone 4127
GRASS Pl.ANT
Bamboo, which can grow! ns 
high ns 120 feel, i.s a grass, not 
a tree. |  , , ,_____ ^
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Schunaman 
have bought the John Green’s 
home at Beaver Lake Corner and 
have taken up residence. Visiting 
them in their new home are Mr. 
and Mrs. J. Hamrc of Bella 
Coola. Mr. and Mr.s. M. Miner of 
Saskatoon and Misss Lydia Par­
ker of Maple Creek, Saskatche­
wan.
Recent guests at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. McDonagh 
were Mrs. McDonngh’s cousin, 
Mrs, S. J. Khull nnd her nlccc 
Mrs. P. Hauslou, both of Echo 
Bay near Snult St. Marie, Ont 
nrlo. Tlicy nl.so visited at, the 
home of Mr, nnd Mrs. C. I 
Gunn. Another recent visitor 
was Mr. McDonagh's sister, Mrs. 
,C. A. Henderson of High River, 
Alberta.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Daye Rivers and 
daughter are guests at River's 
Ranch the homo of Mr. lUvor'^ 
|)arents, Mr. nnd Mrs, Alec 
\Rivers.
Visitors at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Ted Beet this week 
have been the latter’s mother. 
Mrs. J. Forge, her brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry 
Flint and young Susan, from Sid­
ney, V.L
Mr. and Mrs. Ivor Johnson and 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Walker, have 
been visiting Mrs. Neil Witt, 
from Castlegar,
Mr. and Mrs. Chesel' Haker 
with their family of six, left on 
Thursday evening for a weeks’ 
camping in the Shuswap dis­
trict.
Mrs. J. H. Hyde. Vancouver 
and her daughter, Mrs. W. Tou- 
hey of Seattle are staying at the 
Antlers Motel and visiting 
friends in the district.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Wittich this week from Edmon 
ton, were the latter's aunt and 
uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Milke.
Mrs. Grace , Stephens has ar­
rived from Stcttlcr, Alta, for a 
holiday with her sister, Mrs. 
Harry Ibbotson.
Corporal Glen Ferguson, RCAF 
is home on two weeks leave from 
Cold Lake, Alta.
Recent visitors of Mr. and Mrs. 
Fcrdie Brent were Dr. Wayne 
King and Mr, Jack Wolf, from 
tho University of California; Mr. 
and Mrs. A. Murray and family 
from Aruba, Dutch West Indies.
Holidaying at the Antlers Motel 
for a few days this week were 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Watts, who 
visited, relatives in town. On their 
return to their home in Newton, 
they were accompanied by their 
daughter, Monica, who has spent 
the .summer holidays with her 
grandmother, Mrs. L. Watts
SALLY'S SALLIES
Nona Pearson Tours 
With Ballet Company!
Miss Nona Pearson, daughter | 
of Mr. and Mrs. S. Pearson re­
turned homo after spending six 
weeks at Banff where she took 
a ballet course at the Banff | 
School of Fine Arts.
At the conclusion of tho course I 
a ballet company was formed to 
go on tour, being mnde up of 
several profcsslonnl ballot danc­
ers of the Winnipeg Ballet who 
were taking the course nnd a 
number of picked students. Nona | 
Pearson was fortunate lo lie i 
among those cho.sen lo go on I 
lour nnd they irerformod at Banff i 
on August 11, in Edmonton, ncd| 
Deer and Calgary, returning tO| 
Banff on August 15.
*X)h dear, wo might aa well bo 
l9oUiiK at TVr
Mrs, Eihnily Pritchard/ LRAM, ARCM
Tciichcr of Piano and Theory 
All Grades
Pupils prepared for lixaminations and 
Musical Festivals, if desired
THE FALL TERM COMMENCKS
Wednesday, September 3
'Studio
561 S in  IIERLANI) AVENUE, KEIX»VNA, B.C, 
rhoBe 2517













at your nearest branch  
of the
B a n k  O F  M o n t r e a l
(^OKCuCa'a  ̂ W ohA
Kelowna Branch: GEOFFREY FARRELL, Manager
Westbank Branch: ALAN HICKEY, Manager
(Open Mon., Wed., THurs. also Friday 4.30 to 6.00 p.m.)
Peachland (Sub-Agency): Open Tuesday and Friday
W O R k l N G  W I T H  C A N A D I A N S  I N E V E R Y  W A L K  O F  L I F E  S I N C E  1«1T
n - ?D>2B05S
1
Now, More Than Ever a
SeUER
TODAY'S NEWS TO DAY! HOUR'S AHEAD OF A N Y  D A ILY  
NEWSPAPER C IRCULATING  IN  TH IS  TERRITORY
The big developments which occurred last year at home and abroad, mean 
that this is going to be a crucial year. Everyone, city, town and resident alike, 
wants and needs to know what is going on in our capital and in foreign capitals, 
TODAY! -
O iir  press services linking Kamloops, Verndh, Kelowna, Sumincrland, 
Penticton, Oljvcr nnd Osoyoos . . .  and other points in the valley assure you of 
getting "UP TO THE MINUTE NEWS” ns it is happening.
EVERY DAY YOU'LL F IN D  MORE TO READ A N D
ENJOY IN
The Daily Courier
, . ■ ■
For dependable home delivery'sendee lo your doorstep every aflemoon 
Phone 4^45, Circulation Department
30f} per week, your Carrier Boy collecting every tvro weeks
\ ’ 'T h e  Trend is to 'The Daily Courier"
./
Rome Builds New Stadiums 
From Italian Soccer Pools
said. "The Whitehead book wasj 
larRely a straight history o( the! 
FBI. The picture script tries toj 
tell the ^tory of tl»e FBI through 
the eyes of one man and his 
family.
STORY BEGINS IN ’24
SION.. AtGVST 15. IIM 
THE DAILY COUEIEB TNew Power 
Invention 
Is Claimed
■ MOOSE JAW. Sask. (CPi — _  _
28 - year - old radio technologist lo^July, soccer pool addicts
here claims Uj have invented a;f,a3,j,rd a ‘minimum of 100 lire, , ....... .. ..........  ......... ......
means of generating electricity ng pent.si forecasting the results pon; 1. (Victory for the home‘famous cases, such as Baby Face 1 utilities should be studied
a large scale so cheaply—$25 j3 Sunday
. , 'Tt begin-s in 1924, vihen the|
ROME (Rcutcrsl — Revenue,stadium and a senes of swim-jsureau of investigation is pretty!
from the Italian soccer fiools badly hit with corruption. I get
providing funds to build new married and decide to quit. But|
j  t .1. .  l o c n  (I 80 to Washington and meet the;
diums for the 1960  Oljmpicj many Italians follow’ thejnew’ chief, J. Edgar Hoover twhq
games in Rome. ! fortunes of their favorite team in (isn't portrayed in the picture'. I
Every Saturday, from Septem- great detail, the game can be j come away so impresscil with! VANCOUVER <CP> — Provin*
summed up for many more by i him that I decide to stay on." cial government ownership of 
three symbols on their pools cou-| The film will then show many;jj c Electric and oUicr public
, . , . ..............  ..........  .................  as a




a kilowatt—that it will eclipse all hope to break the record 243,557,- and X <a drawn match'. MorelDillingcr. the Colorado' plane'derman Bili oVr says, 
present methods. 331 jirp labout $390,000' tax-free,than 3,000.000 b e t s  are madeibombing • -
John Campagne says he ha.s^.j„ni„g^ pf unidentified gam-! every week by "system" gam- 
filed patents on his invention andn^jp,. 1954 | biers, although the odds against
has built a working model to pools are organized by winning in this way are 1,594,323
back his claims. Italy’s Olympic committee, which;to 1.
The plant would be s m o k e l e s s .^ p r o f i t s  of about 9,000,000,-| Some 6,000,000 Italians play the 
noi.seless and free of high pres-'o^o ],re (about $14,400.000( a year,(pools regularly. About 12,000 bars
hazard.s.ipjujg money to encourage;and cafes throughout Italy act assure and other jiow’or 
He describes it as "a
veillanee
and a Communist 
in New York.
sur-
MYSTERY OF THE ANGLICIZED RED DUMP CAR
ator working in reverse. 
TEMPERATURE FACTOR
refriger- ^pp,.j and to build sports{collecting points. ITie proprietor!
five lire on each 100-lire I
Strangely marked In English, , no explanations for the English 
this new 60-ton ore car rolled t lettering on the all-metal car, 
from the assembly line at the | which can be dumped auto- 
Pravda railw'ay carriage plant | matieally from the locomoliv^e 
in Mo.scow. The Ru.ssians gave 1 cab. The car is said to with-
I stand the poundin gof ore 
I weighing two tons dropped from 
a height of some seven and a 
! half feet in loading.
Alaskans W ill Decide Tuesday 
If Area To Become 49th State
facilities. | earns
The committee intends to spend!bet. |
The orinciple he said in an In- at least 18,000,000,000 lire (about The coupon is in three sections 
terview is the differential of tern-!528,800,000' by 1960, transforming!and each must be filled in by the^ 
pcraUire between a large bodv of'Rome into one of the world’s'; player, who keep.s one part to ̂ 
water and the surrounding at-ii"<3ri lavi.shly equipped sjxirts;check whether he has won. The 
mosphere. Climatic factors would|centres. Several indoor arenas, a other two parts are sent to one 





soccer .stadium, a cycling of 15 main, checking centre.s.
By WILLIAM J. TOBIN I A .simultaneous primary elcc-
! tion is scheduled to nominate 
JUNEAU. A la^a JAP)—Alasu candidates for the first state of- 
*cans will decide Tuesday whether
their huge northern territory is voters will nominate candi-
to become the 49th and largest  ̂ 35 general elec-
state of the U.S. . . tion for two United States Senate
The choice will be made by 4^0 U.S. House
fewer than 40,000 persons Representatives, and for the
than a good crowd at a s Jte »air also will chose
elsewhere but what would be a j,^„re than 200 candidates
record turnout at the polls ^",,^o,c,iaees for 20 seats in the fir.st . .
Alaska. , 'stale Senate and 40 seats in thejor early January before a prcsi-
The vote will come at a spcclali;.^^, House of Representa-jdential proclamation is issued
tion factors in the .
The plant it.sclf is bulky, he ' 
says, and would use a large] 
quantity of chemicals—6,000,000 
gallons to 100,000 horsepower. 
What the chemicals are, he would 
I not say, except that they are I  "common and cheap.” A kilowatt 
' produced by an average hydro­
electric plant costs about $270. 
j He explains the refrigerator re- 
Tlie key proposition at the spe-;verse principle this way: Instead 
cial election is thus; |of power being used to produce
“SHALL YOU JOIN?" 1 temperature changes, tempera-
"Shall Alaska immediately be,ture changes would be used to 
admitted into the Union as a'produce power. , , , , , ,  
state'.'" The other two deal with] Almost any inland lake in Can­
boundary and land provisions,(ada would be a suitable plant 
and apparently would be ap- site, he says. However, Lake Su- 
proved if immediate statehood'perior’s north shore, with a wa- 
wins favor. Iter - atmosphere diffijcntial of
If Alaskans vote statehood, it about 30 degrees, would be ideal.
MOVIE COLUMN
Surprising What Hollywood 
Can Do In Making A Movie
probabl.v will bo late December 1
election on three propositions; 
dealing with statehood.
If each of the three Is ap­
proved, the United Stales soon 
will add the first new star to its 
flag since New Mexico and Ari­
zona joined the Union in January 
end February, 1912.
Failure of any one of the three 
propositions to win voter approval 
w'ould make void the admission 
act signed by President Eisen­
hower in July.
CAN’T SEE REJECTION
Most observers find it Impos­
sible to believe that Alaskans will 
reject admission into the Union
_or that a majority of voters
want a continuation of territorial 
government administered largely 
by federal authorities.
But, as surprising as It may 
seem, the desire for statehood 
among Alaska’s 215,000 citizens is 
fa r from unanimous.
The key i s s u e  Is whether 
Alaska’s slim population — scat­
tered in patches throughout 586,- 
400 square miles of beautiful and 
rugged land — can support a 
state government.
An apparent majority of Alas- 
i kans believe the added costs will 
^  be off-set by a population boom 
and by new investment capital 
from the state.s, much of
first
lives. (creating the new state.
Escapes Commies
DeGaulle Holds Out 
Vision Of Independence
By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP' — How 
could they get a movie out of 
Don Whitehead’s best seller, The 
FBI Story'.’
That seemed a puzzle since the 
book had a wealth of fascinating 
data, but no central story line. 
So when 1 learned that Warner 
Brothers was off and running 
with the film version I went to 
investigate.
They were shooting a scene In 
which James Stewart and Vera 
Miles leave a church after their 
wedding and take off in a 1924 
Dodge. 1 sought out director 
Mervyn LeRoy, the Rooney-sized
I dutifully followed him to a 
nearby set that depicted Okla­
homa in the oil-rush days. It was 
realistic as all get-hut, even to 
the mud on my shoes.
"This is where Stewart goes on| Grower.s are to be
his fir.st case,” LeRoy said. "Tlic: a minimum of $83
He spoke as city council asked 
jits committee studying the com- 
Ipany’s application for bus fare 
j increases to consider also a Pub- 
llio Utilities Commission sugges- 
Stlon that the time is near when 
municipalities muV have to sub­
sidize urban transit.
Committee Chairman Alder­
man Reg Atherton reported the 
study is progressing, but the 
committee is not yet ready to 
recommend whether the applica­
tion should be opposed.
"1 fear the compan.v will use 
any suggestion we make in the 
ST. CATHARINES. Ont. (C P ', 'natter of .subsidies ns a lever 
Officials of the Ontario 4x:ach!to get another jxiwer rate in- 
marketing hoard and representa-'crease based on high conslruc- 
tives of fruit shippers have tion costs,” Aid. Orr said, 
recommended governmimt price j -AlberrHaU. famed concert hall 
support.s for peache.s Tbey arc South Kensington. London, can 
e.xpectcd to be established this' 
year under the Agriculture Sta- 
jbilizatioii Act.
I Keith Matthie, marketing board 
secretary, said in an interview 
1 that the fruit canners have al- 
' ready said they favor price sup­
ports and the federal govern­
ment proposed them.
"We have no doubt the govern­
ment will approve them,” he 
added.
seat more than 10,000 people.
TANANARIVE. M a d n gascar the other members of the com-
BERLIN (Reutersl — Prof.
Josef Haemel, director of the 400- 
xear-old East German university 
at Jena, has fled to the West.
The West German news agency]movie maker, 
said yesterday Haemel, his wife] "How on earth did you 
and their children arrived at the]script out of The FBI Story? 
West Berlin office for refugees.(asked him.
The agency said five other ■medi-] "Toughc.st job I ever tackled," 
cal men also fled from East Ber-;said LeRoy, and invited me on a 
ilin at the same time. ‘tour.
banker is killing off the rich In 
dians to get their oil rights. It's 
a tough case, but the FBI solves 
it. I’ve got 160 sets on this pic­
ture, more than I ’ve ever had on 
a picture before.”
How docs the picture end?
"Think I’m going to tell you?” 
he snorted.
Obviously not, I concluded as 
he stalked off to toss some di-
than
guaranteed 





Mr. Matthie said: "This means: 
the eannei's will be able to meet; 
effectively the problem of United' 
States imiKU'ts. No matter how‘ 
low the importers drop their 
prices, the Canadians will be able 
to undercut them." ,
Mr. Matthie said last year’s , 
average return on peaches was
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
to expect this year's return 
(may be higher.
rections at the crew. Still not]$95 a ton and there is every rea-' 
having solved my case. I sought!son 
out Jimmy Stewart for an ex­
planation of how the story wasi 
licked. I Australia has budgeted for a
"I think the problem was solved deficit equivalent to $247,500,000 





148S ElUs St. 
Opposite the Post Office
(Reuters) — French Premier 
Charles de Gaulle has held 
out a vision of independence 
within the framework of the 
French republic for the Island of 
Madagascar.
De Gaulle told 100.000 Madagas­
cans at an open air stadium that 
if Madagascar votes "yes" in 
the referendum on a new French 
constitution, "you will be a state 
again as when the queens inhab­
ited this palace."
The sta(iium stands at the foot 
of cliffs where the queens of this 
Indian Ocean island once lived.
Philibert Tsirinana. premier of 
Madagascar, asked de Gaulle for 
"an independent Madagascan re­
public federated with France.” 
He also asked for the cancella-
munity.
France and its overseas terri­
tories will vote on the constitu­
tion Sept. 28. De Gaulle's visit 
here is part of his campaign to 
win support for the document.
tion of the 18% annexation law
................ it I under which France took posses-
prompted by promiging oil_Jh.s-| sion of the i.riand. __
coverie.s. ] ONCE WAS INDEPENDENT
The fear of higher taxes and Madagascar, the fifth largest 
% dread of a new zoom in
Alaska’s already mountain - high 
cost of living haunts many, ter­
ritorial businessmen.
Despite the opposition, the state 
propositions on which admission 
depends are expected to pass 
handily in the Tuesday voUng. 
Most observers predict the mar­
gin of approval will be at least 







OTTAWA (CP' — A last-ditch 
attempt by the CCF to eliminate 
higher Canadian tariff.s on im­
ports of B r i t i s h  wool cloth 
failed in the Commons as the 
Progressive Conservatives de­
feated the combined Liberal-CCF 
opposition forces 141 to 41.
It was the third attempt by the 
opposition—twice by the Liberals 
—to strike out boosts of fiv’e and 
10 cents on the present tariff of 
50 cents a pound.
After the vote the bill received 
third and final reading and now 
goes to the Senate for its ap­
proval.
Hazen A r g u e, CCF House 
leader, called the higher tariff 
"an anti - Commonwealth move 
a move directed against the
I B i ifW
 ̂ \ ' 's''"''
[©] ><-1,
I ir
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower has vetoed a 
bill that would have increased 
the tariff on certain seed wheat.
In rejecting the measure, Els­
enhower said it would violate an 
agreement with Canada.
He also called the bill "Inimical 
to the trade policy of the United 
States, the interests of our farm­
ers, and our relations with (Can­
ada."
The bill would have Incren.scd 
the duty on seed wheat treated 
with poisonous substances that 
lerve to prevent wheat di.scases 
and di.scourage insect damage to 
trops,
MOSTLY CANADIAN
Virtually all such .seed wheat 
entering the United Slates comes 
from Canada.
The present duty is five per 
cent of the vlilue or about 10 
cents n bushel at current prices 
compared with 21 eent.s a bushel 
on all other imported wheat,
Tlie bill Eisenhower vetoed
island in the world, has 4,500,000 
inhabitants. It was an independ­
ent kingdom until seized by 
France.
Nationalists on the island have 
been pressing for independence.
De Gaulle, in his new constitu­
tion which strengthens the power 
of the presidency, hopes to be 
able to channel the enthusiasm 
for independence into a federal 
community of states.
De Gaulle said territories could _ ........
leave the federation if they ex-1 ^ J ?  
pressed the wish after a local j  44̂ ^ higher tariff ap-
referendum and the agreement of 4̂  Commonwealth wool
cloth imports, not to imptn'ts 
from other countries whose sales 
in Canada are increasing stead­
ily.
CITE OLD POLICIES
Both Mr. Argue and Erhart 
Regier (CCF — Burnab.v-Coquit- 
1am) said the higher tariff indi­
cates a return to old Conserva­
tive policies of high tariff bar­
riers.
Opposition Loader Pearson said 
the increase will raise resent 
ment on the part of the U.K, on 
the eve of the Commonwealth 
trade and economic conference In 
Montreal next month.
Finance Minister Fleming, who 
proposed the increase in his 
budget two months ago, said 
there Is no foundation for the 
[charge that the government is 
I applying high tariff policies.
] The bill followed the rocnin- 
Imendntions of live tariff board.
n Q W (im ...o fc [ m s !. . .
Every East German 
Child Must Work 
One Day In Factory
BERLIN (Reutersl — Every 
East German school child over 11 
years of age will spend one day a 
week working in a factory or on 
a farm after Sept. 1.
The Communist party organ 
Neue.s Deutschland admitted that 
there has been resistance to the 
plan. Werper Ixirehz, .secretary 
of state in the ministry of educa­
tion, was reported to have said 
that some factory hend.s feared 
thnt the children might upset 
production schedules.
"Much work has yet to be done 
to enlighten s c h o o l  officials, 
teachers and parents," Lorenz 
said.
plain m n... bold m s ...
DU
■ lR-\k
Bones 2,000 Years Old Are 
Being Unearthed At Cayley
/
•j : .
CAYl.EY, Alta, (CPl — Buffalo
would have made treated wheat, bones and Indian artifacts dating 
■erd subject to the higher tariff, (back an estimated 2,000 years arh





OTTAWA ((’P) — 'Two skulls 
were removed from the family 
vault of a proiqinenl Ottawa fam­
ily in Doechwood Cemetery.
Desecration of the ynult was 
discovered recently by Melvin 
BroWn. inemlwr of « family 
that has inunufnetured monu” 
inenta herd for many years, oar­
ing « visit U) the family vault,
from arrowheads to fragments of 
Indian pottery. All Kerns are la­
belled according to the strain in 
being )A)hieh they are found.
"buffalo Jump" a few  About ,5(M) nnowheads hnyo 
northwest of Caylcv, 40 miles,been recovered here along with 
.south of Calgary. several M e s li c r s , or stone
, The nrehneologienl project. »ip-j scrn|H'i's, Mo.st Interesting are the 
Her the direction of the Glcnhow I stone choppers, some of which 
Foundation of Calgary, has bccnisl'ow evidence of having had 
undertaken to determine facts oflhandics altiiylicd, 
e.srlv Indian lilc, I,, Fragments of native clay pot,.
Tlic site of the excnvnllon Is on tcry also have been found along 
the bank of Squaw Coulee, where', with chips of quartzite or flint 
Indians stampeded buffalo over a commonly used, for arrowheads, 
steep cliff so the injured animals One interesting featun> arose ' 
could he slaughtered below. [the fact that arrdwheads nciw the 
'VARIED PERIODa [bottom of the excavation w 're
Twenty well - defined strata.(larger than thiise in strata above.
varying In thickness and depth 
from the surface, have been un- 
covererl In 2'2 feet of excavation.
’Dh’ bigger hcad.s w»')'c bi'llevc*! 
used on I h r o w I n g sticks or 
atlall--an ancient weapon stil 
used l).v E'Sklmos and Ity abdlgOne layer near the Indtom shows 
evidence of having been burned. I Ine.s of Auslraliiu 
nnd a, S|«)ke.smnn said it would! Hones ' from 47 animals were
Dvhm's of the vault are feft open!provide through H)dio-carlH>n p>'<»-if'""'d >>' '* '‘'" ‘''I ‘cct.lon oz one 
but to reach the caskets two cessing .an accurnto e?itim«te of layer 10 feet square and eight to 
heovy slatfl slabs weighing more age of the deiaosit. , 12. inches deep. Wclbpreserv
than 275 iHwnds each had to l*e' Each l(aycr is carefully se-j hide nnd patches of Hair, also 
pftod up. i painted a* the digging piogrc.s-Uvcre found in tiu.t laver,
*n>e two c«sket;( tampered wdh ses. each pall of earth being] TI)C excavation is Vicing cart 
held the remains of two mem-iMfled IhDuigh a screen or bemitjout under ‘‘I'ecUun of Dr, Rich- 
aers of the family named Robert sotted out oq n work table in or-(aid korbis of (.alRnry. Glenbow 
gpjjyyn jdcr to recover the rcUcs, xanulna'Foundation Archacologl.st.
Car long as a block? Or small enough to fit the
garage! Makes no dilTorcni:c. Shell has the right 
gasoline for
For high compression cars, choose Super Shell. 
For all other cars, choose low cost ■ high octano 
Shell Gasoline. Botl\ Super Shell nnd Shell Gas­
oline have TCP* . . . the,patented additive, 
designed |o  overcome the harmful effects of 
engine deposits.
*Shell'» Trade Mark far thii «n»</i4cV ŝo/infVifif/)'fiW</ciW<)prdf6y 




In one of these pumps 




Super Sfcef/ for high t^ m p ra a lo n  cort—SAoff Gotofino fo r a lt o lhor «or*
' " ' ,1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' : I ' ' , ( '
■'! , ■ , ' ' V  .... '
Y o u  R e a d  H is W a n t  A d - H e  W i l l  R e a d  Y o u r s - D ia l  4 4 4 5
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TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap Iron, steel, brass cop­
per, lead, etc. Honest grading. 
Prompt payment made. Atlas 
l:oo and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior 
St., Vancouver, B.C. Phone 
Mutual 1-6357. M-TH-tf
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 




WM. MOSS PAINTING AND 
DECORATING contractor, Kel­
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now. 3578.
M. Th. U
Property For Sale
SPECIAL -  NEW N.HA. HOME
Situated on Bay Avenue with new homes on cither side.
Five room bungalow which contains a carport, gas furnace, 
gas hot water, fireplace, beautiful bright kitchen, mahogany 
panelling, utility room, extra storage room and many more 
attractions.
FULL BICE I10.M2.59
Cash, $2,000.00 and 71.71 per mon. incl. taxes 
The contractor who built this home is Jack Scott
Charles D; Gaddes Real Estate
288 Bernard Ave. Phone 3227
Softball Q u een s
Had Be There
Kelowna
RUTHERFORD, BAZEH  
& CO.
VISIT O. L. JONES USED FUR- 









511 LAWRENCE AVE 
Phone 4434 Kelowna. B.C.
SINGER & SNOWSEUL. EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines. septic tanks. Phone 2B34. 
__________ _________ M. Th. tl.
WANTED
R eliable Boys for 
Street Sales  
Apply to
The Circulation M anager
THE DAILY COURIER 
Help Wanted (Female)
I  PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK & CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants




Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATER ST. PHONE 3678
EARN $ $ $
IN YOUR SPARE TIME
No experience necessary. We 
train you to service Avon cus­
tomers. Territories in Kelowna, 
Westbank, Winfield, Oyama and 
districts. Write Box 6500 Daily 




3 BEDRM. RANCH BUNGALOW
1375 SQ. FT.
Quick possession on this beautiful two yr. old 6 rm. home 
situated on a nicely landscaped lot close to lake. Big Liv. 
Room with open fireplace and Din. Room on “L”. Excellent 
kitchen. Double plumbing. Oak floors. Auto. heat. Carport. 
Loads of extras. Must be seen. Drive by then attend our 
“Open” Wednesday between 2 - 4:30 p.m. Low Down 
payment. Renee Baker eves. 7199.
, ROBERT H. WILSON REALTY
LIMITED
Phone 3146 543 Bernard Ave. Phone 3146
I  Tlie heat was on the Super-1 night bus ride in thb game, also, 
iValu Aces yesterday. and gave up nine hits, one of
j The defending interior softball them a double by Deni Burris,
I queens had to be there—and they Kamlops third baseman.
I were. ' | The Aces’ replies were briefer
I Playing in Vernon under the | than thp northern girls, who 
i searing sun that had the mercury | came through with a four-run in- 
I quivering over the 90 above mark, I iiing that proved to be too much 
! Kelowna's Super-Valu Aces bow-ifor the hapless Aces to overcome, 
led to the Kamlops gals 7-6, thenj Line score:
icame back to take two straight, | Kelowna 110 020 2—6 10 5 times at bat.
;10-9 and 11-10, giving them the Kamloops 140 020 x—7 9 2
Okanagan Mainline crown.
K.AMLOOPS 7 KELOWNA 6 
Not content with the hardships 
of the heat, the Aces made it 
even tougher for themselves by
plate, rather than on the mound.
Leona Edstrom and Anita ,Ste.w- 
art came through with a spark­
ling three-foi'-four day at the 
plate, with one of Stewart’s a 
two-run circuit belt.
Mary Welder, bucking a spot of 
illnes.s. came through again at 
the bat, hammering out a sacri­
fice, a single and a double in four
Tlie Aces’ “day of rest” earna 
them the Okanagan Mainline titla 
and the right to represent thi.s 
district in V'ancouver’s Memorial 
Park on Labor Day weekend, in 
a championship tourney with 
Vancouver, Victoria and Cari­
boo.
Line score:
Kelowna 100 244 x—11 14 8
Kamloops 070 300 0—10 12 1
Club 13 Beat All-Stars 
Ready For BC Play-offs
KELOWNA 10 KAMLOOPS 9
The Aces came through in the 
first frame of the second game] 
with a decisive, five-run inning,! 
and appeared to have the situ-1 
booting the first one away on bad ation well in hand, but the Hub j 
base-running, that failed to meas-1 City gals showed they were still 
ure up to their ten-hit three!good for a six-run frame, and| 
doublc.s, performance at the plate, j kept the issue alive for the entire 
Aces’ star chucker, Olive Pope, j i onto. j Club 13 had nothing to lose yes-. Future of the R C. chnmnion-
was feeling the effects of an all-j A three-for-four day at the plate'terday—and they didn’t. j ships is still up in the air, but th*
for Kamloops’ Marg Shannik,! However, the defending champs | dates'.'ue sure—Labor Day weeK- 
added to the tough, six-hit sec-;of the Okanagan Mainline found lend, either in Vernon as schod- 
ond frame, had pitcher Stella | the adversaries, the city league julcd now. or in Kelowna, th* 
Baran slightly nervous on the!all-stars, a tough morsel to chew!home of the defending Okanagan 
Aces’ mound, but her team-mates in their 13-9 exhibition win in [Mainline champs, 
made their 11 hits pay off bet- King’s Park. j Plans call for Kitimat, Princ*
Auto Financing
For Rent
EARN 50c A PAIR COMMIS­
SION, selling hosiery to friends 
and relatives. Free samples. 
Harmony Mills, Dept. K, 42 
Camden St., Toronto, Ontario.
19
ATTRACTIVE GROUND FLOOR 
suite, close in. good oil furnace, 
garage, early possession. 558 
Buckland Ave.___________  20
ONE FURNISHED LIGHT house- 
keeping room. 606 Grenfell Ave. 
Phone 8791. 21
Property For Sale
CAR BUYERS! OUR LOW COST 
financing plan will help you 
make a better deal. See us for 
details now before you buy. 
Carruthers & Mcikle Ltd., 364 
Bernard Ave., Kelowna.









for your office furniture!
1447 Ellis St. Phone 3202
WANTED
Office girl,, with knowledge 
of bookkeeping and tjTJing. 
Good working conditions.
Apply
BOX 6622 DAILY COURIER
21
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE ON 
South side. Few fruit trees, 
grapes, raspberries and straw­
berries. Shade trees in front. A 
short block from beach. Phone 
7827. tf
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT — 
Apply 463 Bernard, Blackie’s 
Barber Shop. Phone 6515. 19
TWO TO SHARE SLEEPING 
room with two single beds. Phone 
6500. tf
Articles For Sale
ter than they had in the first; 'fhe Club will stage another ex- 
game, and Mary Welder cameihibition wanti-up to keep limber 
through with a triple-in-timc, ty-jfor the provincials finals on Wed- 
ing the ball game in the top of|nesday at 6:45, when they will 
the seventh, and came in on i take on Vernon’s Nick’s Aces,
Jean Bazzana’s single with the from whom they hope to pick up tcrior winner on Monday 
winner. [pitcher Paul Kanakin for the B.C
The Hub City gals were unable .finals.
George, Nelson and Kelowna to 
play off on Saturday and Sunday, 
with the winner between the low­
er mainland and Victoria, cur­





TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX 
Lawrence Avenue. Ph. 8126.
WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY 
to earn $$$$$$
Does not interfere with 
home duties 
Represent . . .
AVON COSMETICS and 
TOILETRIES 
in your own community. 
WRITE BOX 6452 
DAILY COURIER
• , 13-1-39
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, 
immediately. If possible on option 
to buy. Phone 8157. 20
A MODERN HOUSE. Apply at 
740 Wilson Ave. Three bedrooms.
23
LARGE FAMILY HOME-CLOSE 
to school and beach, or exchange 
equity for acreage. $3,000 down 
balance $50 per month. Phone 
401L________________  24
UNFINISHED HOME
Unfinished home just outside of 
City on Birch Avenue. House has 
220 wiring, full plumbing, insula­
tion and kitchen cupboards. This 
house is ideal for someone who 
can do his own finishing and can 
be moved into at once. Full price 
is only $6,000.00 with good terms 
to reliable party. Close to school 
(Grades 1-6) and shopping centre.
FOR SALE — GIRL’S BICYCLE 
in good condition, also a pale 
yellow semi-formal dress, suit­
able for a bridesmaid. Ph. 3682.
tf
FOR SALE: MAN’S 3-SPEED 
sports bike. Any reasonable of­
fer accepted. Phone 4697 or call 
at 1067 Glenn Ave. tf
Articles Wanted
FOR RENTTWO ROOM UNFURNISHED 
suite with separate entrance, 13 bedroom duplex, sandy beach, 
electric stove, hot and cold | automatic oil heat, furnished, 
water. Apply 589 Roanoke or 
phone 7750. 19. 21, 23
ARTICLES WANTED________
WANTED — SECOND HAND 
baby carriage in good condition. 
Phone 4255. 19
SCRAP STEEL AND METALS -  
Top prices. Old car bodies our 
specialty. Commercial Steel & 
Metals, 6136 Willingdon, Burnaby 
2. Vancouver, B.C. tf
Building Materials
Deaths
NEUBAUER — Marie, aged 49, 
of 839 Lawson Avenue, passed 
away at her residence on Friday, 
August 22nd. Services will be held 
at the Hope Evangelical United 
Church, 1353 Richter St., on Wed­
nesday, August 27th at 2:00 p.m. 
with Rev. F. B. Hunger of the 
Free Methodist Church officia­
ting. Interment will follow in Kel­
owna Cemetery. She is survived 
by her husband, Alexander, two 
sisters, and four brothers. Kelow­
na Funeral Directors have been 
e n tru s t^  with the arrangements.
WANTED — A RELIABLE GIRL 
or woman to look after two school 
age children. Must live in. Free 
loom and board plus $10 per week. 
Phone 4672 days. tf
Board And Room
WANTED — WOMAN TO LOOK 
after elderly lady, an eight hour 





Th* Interior** Finest Moiin*ry
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wo offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
in suitable surroundings.
1665 ElUs SL Fhon* 2204
tl
WANTED — AN EXPERIENCE® 




TAKE YOUR VISITORS TO THE 
film show Wednesday at dusk, in 
City Park Oval. Remember. Oct­
ober 7, 8. 9. 285, 291, 297, 303
SMALL WORKSHOP or OFFICE
Available for Renting
Size 13’ X 18’, wired for phone 
Fluorescent lighting, oil' heated 
and well, Insulated. 
Benches and cupboards iqstaUed, 
room for parking.
Possession by Sept. 1st.




ROOM AND BOARD FOR 
CONVALESCENT AND 
ELDERLY PEOPLE
Nurse in Attendance 
Rates per Day $2.85 to $3.85
REDUCED RATES FOR 
ELDERLY MARRIED COUPLES





REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2975, 4454 or 2942
tf
BOARD AND ROOM FOR LADY 
teacher In private home with 




Very attractive 4 bedroom 
stucco semi bungalow, large 
matching garage and tool shed, 
220 wiring, hardwood floors. 
Located south side corner lot 
90’ X113’, all fenced.
PHONE 7386
19
ESMOND LUMBER CO., LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries solicited. Phone or 
wire orders collect, 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C., 
Glenburn 1500. tf
Farm Produce
RIPE PEACHES — F. M. BUL­
LOCK Raymer Rd. Phone 7346.
21
CANNING PEACHES and BART- 
LETT pears. Apply Casa Loma 
Orchards, first turn left from 
bridge toll Plazo, or phone 
SO 8-5562. 23
to make it pay after their siX' 
run inning and a three-run in­
ning, collecting on five ineffec­
tive singles in the rest of the 
route.
The Aces still managed to total 
up an impressive list of errors, 
however, as illness, fatigue and 
heat kept them with their backs 
to the wall for the entire game.
Shannik, in addition to her big 
day at the plate, went the dis­
tance on the mound for Kam­
lops.
Line score:
Kelowna 411 020 2—10 11 6
Kamloops 063 000 0— 9 12 2
KELOWNA 11 KAMLOOPS 10
The third and deciding game 
was a thriller, in spite of the 
heat, which had the cash custom­
ers frying in the stands, and the 
Aces came through in an impres­
sive sixth frame to ice the series 
with a thin film.
Veteran chucker Olie Pope was 
back on the mound for the win­
ners in the tussle, and Maddy 
Gagne carried the chores for the 
losers. The big difference in the 
ball game, however, was at the
BOARD AND ROOM FOR ONE 




Rooms by day, week, month 
Separate kitchen for guests with 
all cooking facilities 
924 Bernard Ave. Phono 4124
tf
FRESH EGG HOUSE WISHES 
to notify their customers that 
starting today, there will be no 
further dcUvcrie.s and also to 




to Young Ladies 
TV) take a business course at 
Herbert Business College 
Kelowna
- Fall term commences 
TUESDAY. SEPT. 2 
Enroll ImmedUtely
23
BRICKWORK -  
Chimney and fireplace, flower 
beds, all cement work, or cement 
block work. Phono 7563. 34
S S & A C T i®  GUARANTEI^ 
In^ncw house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone 4834.
mon. wed. frl tf
RUGS. UPHOLSTERY DURA 
CLEANED in ymir home. Dura 
clean Fabric Si>edaUsU, 535 Ber­




SALE AT 456 
Low down pay- 
21
GROCERY STORE AND COF­
FEE Counter with five room 
living quarters including bath. 
30’x50’ store building. Stock and 
fixtures $6,000 with good lease 
on building. At present doing 
$100 business a day, could be in­
creased. Box 6548 Courier. 20
2 ACRES JUST OUTSIDE KEL­
OWNA. Wonderful view, good 
water. Phone 2508. tf
lARGE LAKESHORE LOT — A 
beautiful sandy beach. Phone 15E 
Lake Okanagan Resort. 24
Business Wanted
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
lousekeeping. 011 Bernard Ave., 
pbon* 2215. tf
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT 
by the night or weekly rates. One 
block from post office. 453 Law­
rence Ave. or phone 2414. tf







No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
There was nothing on Sunday’s 
tussle but the prestige, but the 
ell-stars showed a great deal of 
interest in that commodity get­
ting four hits off Eugene Knorr 
.•>nd five from reliefer Lome 
Gauley.
BIG BATS
The Club’s big bat.s. meanwhile, 
were ripping Bill Chobotar and 
Earl Fortney to shreds on the 
’star mound, collecting eight hits 
off each chucker.
Warren Hicks ledt the Club’s 
hit parade with a sparkling fivc- 
for-six performance, two of them 
double base hits, and brother 
Wayne was close behind three- 
for-six, two of them doubles also. 
Norbert Korthals was also strong 
with a single and a double in 
three times at bat.
The Club jumped into a four- 
run lead in the first frame, added 
another in the second, and four 
in the fourth, before the ’Stars 
made their first reply. Even 
though their two replies were 
noisy ones, four runs in the fifth 
and five in the eighth, the Club 




WASHING'TON (API — Ameri­
can officials have predicted that 
Russia probably will accept West­
ern proposals for negotiations 
starting Oct. 31 on a worldwide 
system to prevent sneak nuclear 
weapons tests.
The United States and Britain 
recently offered to suspend nu­
clear tests for at least one year 
provided such negotiations start­
ed.
"nie only other condition was 
that Russia continue its halt in 
Soviet t e s t s  announced 414 
months ago. The Russians an­
nounced . the halt- after complet­
ing a test series.
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahem
wuxr I’M 
60iNl5 TO 
TELL 'r'OU 15 
COMSTEUenvE
c m C m ,  





MDu SAP 'lOue  ̂
METHOP TO PI?ESEEVE 
A CHRISTMAS IIJEE WILL 
BE TO 5P2AV IT WITH A 
TKANSPAKENTT THIN 
LIOUlP PLASTIC...SO FAK 
OKAY..BUT LOOK...AFTEI? 
A FEW WEEKS THE 
NEEPLES Wia TUEN 
BI20WN ANP SHOW 
JH0J THE TEANSPARENT 
PLASTIC!
W  LAWKSy...! P/PNT '%
m N j ^ c f T m .  J
AHM...i A(SEE£^
wnHvotriHATS 
JUST WHAT WOULD 
HAPPENI...AFTEE I 
REALIZED IT 
YESTECCAY, MY MIND 
5E5AN Ŵ RKIAeONA 
WAYTOOOREEaiT/
I insertion per word 3y
1950 PLYMOUTH FAMILY SE­
DAN — Clean, with all extras. 
Full price $450.00. Phone 6481.
___________________ v - j g
’53 CHEVROLET — IN' GOOD 
condition, four new tires. For sale 
very cheap $550. Phone 3355, ask 
for Ole. 18
3 consecutive
insertions ____ per word
8 consecutive insertions 
or more — ..... per word 2y
Classified Display 
One Insertion — 4LI 2 inch 
3 consecutive
insertions _......------ - 1.05 Inch
8 consecutive insertions 
or more _ _ ________  .95 Inch
Classified Cards
3 count lines daily _.$ 9.00 month 
Daily for 6 months _  8.50 month 
Each additional line - 2.00 month
One inch dally ___  ̂ 17.50 month
One inch
3 times w eek____ 10.00 month
OFFICE FOR RENT -  LOTS OF 
light, hoated, and parking space. 





Ishcd 3-room suite, private en­
trance, heated, near high school. 
Apply 859 Saucier. _ _ _ _ _
WRITE TO P.O. BOX 258 IF 
there is a small cottage or house 
for sale, $1,500 to $2,000 full price. 
Cash. tf
MODERN THREE ROOM BASE­
MENT suite, furnished. One 
couple. Avttllable Sept. 1. 1428 
Richter St. 19
TRY A  
COURIER 
WANT AD
MUSI' SELL 1940 PL’YMOUTH 
black coupe — New sc*)! covers, 
new tires and in A-1 condition, 
Phone 6481 or 2792. 18
BIDS WANTED ON 1948 CHRYS­
LER Sedan. Body good, some 
work required bn motor. Phone 













SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 







Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were In 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
' Large Glossy 6>,4 * 8'A 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please




v Oe  BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repaJr work and al- 
tcraUons. AH ^  ol ccmcnl 
work. Phone 2028.____________**
GOOD TRANSPORTATION—'38 
Dodge Sedan. Fair condition. 
Ready to go, $50.00. Phone
1949 AUSTIN WITH NEW Motor 
and radio. Phone 6597. 19
19.53 CHEVROLET IN GOOD 
condition, fo\ir new tirc.s. For 
sale very cheap, $550. Phone 
33155, ask for Ole. 19
tl
d r a p e s  EXPERTLY MADE 
Free estimates. Doris Quest
Phone 2181.______  ,
P u b lic  StanoBWipBW
Y V O N N E F . IR IS H
OUlce: Rm. 2. C*pU«t News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue.
Business Hours: M  p.in. 
Others toy apimtatment
rb p o ti ;
Municipality of SumiTierland 
POSITION v a c a n t
Applications will be received by the undersigned until noon 
September 8th, 19.S8 lor the position of Municipal AccounlonL
Duties 10  include nil municipal accounting and supervision 
of Burroughs Scnsimaiic billing machine operation for all ac­
counting including utilities.
Applicants should submit two references from previous 
employers and state experience in municipal work, if any. Please 
state salary cxjpcctcd. Duties to commence not Inter titan October 








The Daily Courier || DRIVE-IN THEATRE
Taken by our photographer. It Is 
easy to get souvenir photos of the | 
time you were In the news. Send 1 
them to your friends or put them | 
in your album.
Large Glossy 6>/(j x 8’/{i 
Only $1.00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE j 






Tonight, Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 23, 24 and 26
Tha producer of 
PEYTOH puce livtt yon
Th«
Tonight, 'l ues., Wed. 
Aiigu.st 25, 26 and 27
"M AN  WITH A GUN"
Western Drama 





Best Actress , 
of the year .
“3 fic«j o( Evi"
in her finest 
performance!
o .  D. SMITH, 
Municipal Clcrlf.'
NEED MONEY?
Wc can arrange mortgages to 
buy, build or Improve your proi>- 
erty, No obligation, good fast 
service. Reekie Insurance Agen­
cies, 253 Lnwrcnco Ave., phone 
2340. tf
NEED IIO.OOO TO $20,000 ON 
approximately $100,000 security 
project. Short or long term. 
Write Box 6604 Dally Courier.
26
funds available PX )R D i^
COUNTING mortgai|ca a n d  
agreements for sale, niono 2018.
tf
LARGE PRODUCTION
Brltttin'a wool textllo industry 
uses about 20 per cent of the free 
19, 23 world’# raw wool each year.
e m e r g e n c y \
PHONE NUMBERS
Police ..— .!------------ Dial 3300
Hospital .............. — Dial 4000
Fire Hall --------- —  Dial 115




It unable to contact •  doctor 
Dial 2723
DRUG STORES OpVn 
Rnndaya, llolldaya and 
Wedneadaya 
2 p.nL to 8:38 ixn.
OSOYOOd CUSTOMS HOURS 




Thiirs., Fri. and Sat. 
Allgust 28, 29 and 30
"LEGEND OF 
THE LOST"
Adventure Drama in Color 
with John Wayne 
and Sophia Loren









S u m n s e r
ClN« fsA AfBcOfiNK•« iVRR
PAUL NEWMAN’ JOANNE WOODWARD 
ANTHONY FRANCIOSA* ORSON WELLES 
LEE REMICK’ANGELA LANSBURYHr.* ’
Joanne Woodward plays her part with a fire and grac* 
not oUen seen






VERNON -  lligtiway 97 North *t CUy Limit* 
liNDS TONIGHT!
'•Rebel Without A Causn" — "Rock Around Tbo Clock"
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HEALTH COLUMN
Let A Doctor Help You 
If You've An Allergy
By Ilermao N. Bundeaen. M.D. (allergy. And I know that this
means a theoretical total o(
i f i
An estimated 17,000.000 Ameri­
cans can exoect to suffer from 
some form of allergy during their 
lifetime. And short term allergic 
reactions will strike approxi- 
njatcly 60 per cent of our entire 
ponulation.
Between 7,000,000 and 8,000,- 
000 persons suffer from hay
10,000 patient-s per specialist, 
an impossible burden if they all 
went only to a specialist. But 
most family doctors, too, can 
help you with your allergies.
But I know also that early 
diagnosis and treatment of an 
allergy is higlUy imjwrtant in
fever, the most common form of bringing about relief and pos- 
Bllergy. Another 3,000,000 arc sibly a cure.
SKY CAR ACCIDENT NEARLY FATAL
The "Sky Car" gondola that 
plummeted to earth in Wiscon­
sin. USA. i.s removed from the 
.scene. The gondola dropjied 
from a ballfX)n carrying US.\F 
Capt. Grover Schock and bal- 
px loon, designer Otto Winzen as 
"  it released prematurely from
the candy striped gas bag. 
Winzen was instructing Schock 
in preparation for Schock'i 
scheduled 20 - mile-high solo 
flight later this month. Both 
men remain in serious condi­
tion.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Troubled by asthma. 
BESPIRATOBY DISEASE
Some 10,000,000 children un­
der the age of 16 have some 
form of allergy. About 2,500.000 
of them have a major respira­
tory disease, according to Pat­
terns of Disease,” a pharma­
ceutical publication which cited 
the above figures.
Yet despite this widespread 
suffering from the various al­
lergies, surprisingly few persons 
seek medifcal help. Or, if they 
do go to a doctor, many of them 
don’t continue their treatments.
Now I realize that there are 
only about 1,500 physicians in
IMPORTANT FOR CHILDREN
This is even more essential 
with children than with adults. 
While it has been estimated that 
the odds are about 8 or 9 to 1 
that an asthmatic child will out­
grow his troubles, you can’t 
count on this protection from 
Nature.
If childhood asthma Is neg­
lected, the result might be seri­
ous, such as disabling iwlmon- 
ary disease in adult life.
Any kind of an allergy, whether 
it is the itching of a skin allergy, 
the sneezing of hay fever or the 
gasping wheezing of asthma, can
f
By B. JAY BECKER
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WEST • EAST
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.41095
SOUTH
4 7 4 2
4  A 10 2 
4  A 10 2 
+  AJ 42
Final contract—five clubs. 
Opening lead—jack of spades. 
George S. Coffin, of Waltham, 
Mass., who has made tremendous 
contributions to the literature of 
i the game, tells the story of the 
time, many years ago, that his 
father was in five ciubs in the 
accompanying hand.
The bidding must have been 
weird to arrive at such a bad 
contract. A three notrump under­
taking would have made much 
more sense. But there he was, 
and he made the contract, and 
there was nothing the opponents 
could do about it.
West made the natural spade 
lead and pere Coffin won with the 
ace. A low club to the jack held, 
ai\d the ace then dropped the 
.king.
\  Mr. Coffin now exited with a 




tinued to drench England, flood­
ing homes, cutting communica- 
i tions in some areas and har- 
i assing commuters in the London 
area.
Hundreds of homes in the Lon­
don suburbs w e r e  flooded by 
ftream s swollen by almost a 
week of steady downpours. Rail 
and subway services were cut in 
a few places with tracks and 
roadbeds under water. ^
Residents in the London sub­
urbs of Hendon and Edmonton 
were cleaning tons of mud from 
their homes after floods barged 
into houses Friday. Forty-eight 
families were marooned tempor- 
nrlly.
j the trick. He found himself in 
.; trouble. Out of black cards, he 
was forced to lead a red one.
And whether East led a heart 
or a diamond, he was bound to 
lose a trick. East chose to re­
turn the four of hearts. Declarer 
played low and won the jack with 
the king. A heart was return.ed 
from dummy, and the ten was 
hnessed. A trumn to the queen, 
picking up West’s ten, was fol­
lowed by a heart to the ace.
East had been endplayed once, 
and it was now West’s turn to 
take his medicine. Declarer put 
West in with a spade.
If West led another spade, de­
clarer would obtain a ruff and 
discard, the diamond loser would 
be saved, and the contract would 
be made.
So West returned a low dia­
mond. It did him no good. Mr. 
Coffin played low from dummy 
and took East’s queen with the 
ace. He then led a diamond 
back, and when West played low, 
finessed dummy’s nine, making 
five clubs.
The result would have been the 
same if East had returned a dia­
mond at trick five. South would 
win in dunimy, finesse a diamond 
return, draw one trump, cash the 
A-K of hearts and ace of dia­
monds, and throw West in with a 
spade to force a ruff-discard.
It is interesting to note that 
declarer stopped drawing trumps 
after two rounds. Another trump 
lead at this point would have al­
lowed East to discard the spade 
king and defeat the contract.
this country who specialize in > be aided by medical treatment
DO IT NOW :
If you had appendicitis, you 
certainly wouldn’t hesitate to 
go to a doctor. So don’t put 
off seeing him about your al­
lergy, either.
Early diagnosis and compe­
tent treatment can preverit not 
only the immediate allergic re­
actions, but also troublesome 
complications that arise from 
long - standing aj^ergies and 
some of the secondary changes 
that might lead to recurring 
disability.
SKIPPER ARRIVES
Stanley "Arch” Bishop, pro­
fessional captain of the British 
yacht, "Sceptre” , talks on the 
telephone after his arrival in 
New York from London. Bishop 
will skipper the British craft in 
its forthcoming race at New­
port, R.I., for the America Cup.
QUESTION AND ANSWER
J.B.: Does pasteurization de­
stroy the vitamins in milk?
Answer: There is a slight loss 
of Vitamin C and thiamine, or 
Vitamin B. in pasteurization. 
However, this slight loss is not a 
matter for concern, as a rule.
Townsend Shooting 
Scenes For Film
BRUSSELS (Reuters) — Group 
Capt. Peter Townsend, former 
suitor of Princess Margaret, has 
started shooting scenes here for 
a film of his recent 18-month 






ZURICH, Ont. (CP) — Mrs. 
James Masse of St. Joseph yes­
terday watched the 21st—and last 
—of her children married. They’ve 
been approaching the altar at the 
rate of almost one a year for the 
last 26 years.
" I’ll be kind of relieved,” Mrs. 
Masse confessed as she rushed 
preparations for the wedding of 
24-year-old Peter with Jean Mac- 
pherspn.
With the assl-stance of some of 
her 11 daughters, the 67-year-old 
grandmother of "almost 100 the 
last time we counted,” started 
Wednesday on the task of baking 
for about 500 friends and re­
lations who are expected to at­
tend the evening reception in the 
Zurich community centre.
Mr. Masse says he’s become 
so used to weddings that now he 
looks forward to them "as an 
opportunity for relaxing.”
FOR TOMORROW
Some misleading influences 
currently prevailing make it 
necessary for you to think care­
fully before making important 
decisions. Give new business 
propositions a second look be­
fore consideration and, in per­
sonal affairs, be cautious, too. 
Place no stock in rosy promises.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates an ac­
tive and interesting year. T h e  
next four months should be 
notable for gratifying accom­
plishment in job matters, a bet­
ter consolidation of financial af­
fairs and, except for a brief 
period in mid-September an un­
usually satisfying relationship in the pursuit of ambitions
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
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a dog 
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18. Family dog 37. Bishop’s 
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WAS WALLEO up for 279
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THE OFFICE IS LIKE A 
MORGUE! SO'itXJCAN 




OF RAKS! MOYWJ RMCWTHB 
TOVW COl»CIL~THeYtL JUST 
tOVB PLAYING MA'KDR- 
AULOFEM!
BACK IN A  ^  
COUPLE OF 
FAMILYt
'OH,D6ARl OUtW  
OF IMS AGAIN/ "  
.THEMG0 6ET >
RUT, MADAM, THS 6AU6E 1 
SHOINS NEARLY HALFFUIU 1
8-2S
THEN,OBVIOUSLY, THE GAUGE 
IS 0PP{ OONIT JUST STAND 








r  CANT LOCATE 
PR. EASTLAND BY 
PHONE. HE HASMT 
^TURNED TO HS 
APARTMENT HOTEL 
IN NEW YORK FOR 
,^PAYSJ





' POUCE, THE KRI,- 
AFTER ALL, HE IS 
TOPSCiENTBr
HE'S MORS THAN 
THAT.HSBMYFRiBNa 
AMP THE ONLYUNKX 
HAVE TO PAM/
WELL FIND HIM, 
BRICK. I'LL GET 
RIGHT ON IT/ YOU 
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with both family and business as­
sociates.................
As of early September, it  
would pay you to capitalize on 
any, artistic or scientific lean­
ings you may have, since influ­
ences will then prove highly 
stimulating in these fields, and 
even a hobby along such lines 
could prove remunerative. Look 
for some pleasing recognition for 
past endeavors during late De­
cember or early January; also 
a stimulating social life. Early 
1959 should bring new oppor­
tunities for business expansion, 
as well as an interesting romantic 
situation.
A child born on this day will 
be extremely industrious but 
may be inclined to overtax health
JOE,M AY! G ET A  
FEW GROCERIES 
O N T H ’CUFRTIUL 
MY NEXT CHECK?
THIS OL? PURSE O’ 





TH’ SUDDEN HEAVY RAIN 
YESTERDAY TRAPPED ME 
IN TH’ ICE CREAM PARLOR,„
...WITH TH’ PLACE FULL ( 
O ’ K1DS.M
T i r m
1 LIKE HAVINS 
GOOFY VISIT 
S J T  I  JUST W ISH  
HE P IP N T  CLEAN OUT 
THE ICESOX EVERY  
- —1̂ --------^NISHT1
©19S,Will ni.r,.World Kigi)t« i;«««rvfd That night.. DUtributod WKIng fMtamy *
SA I 'C^yOU'SE SORRY M ----1 AND you
LOVEAtE/,
^ vHAVE a  HEARt PAISY
I T ' S  P U B L I C ^ ----------
'  H E R E /
 ̂  ̂ARE 'YOU ASHAMED^ 
' fOPlTPSAYir.'
POOR.CLUMSY FLECTFOOTl 
IT 'S A GOOD THINS I  
FOLLOVVEP HIM'. I  
AW EIV HE'P SET 
TROUBLE J
GET GOINS! You've GOT (FOMH 
BKPLAINING to (X)l
OH,NO. 1
lU  BBT WXJW SORRY V -  'L L  BE 1 
VW>T(0 H a  ALMOST /  GLAP TO 
( OV'BR.SKBBrBR... )/  SETBACK
---------------- TD school/
YOJ MEAN YOU 
LIKB SCHOOL 




I 6000 THINGS 
/ about SCHOOL, 
; TOa., 1
(WNTFOROer iIPONTMiNP 
YCULL HAVB TO J  THAT...! TMiHK J \  
eST UP EARLY N  eCMOOL IIS \  
MORNiNA./̂  WORTH IT7 J
BY THII WAY, PiP you HEAR 
THAT “/OUR f  R«NP SLCWA 
IS MOVNG ANP WILL BE 
OOINS TO A PiPFBRENT. 
eCMOOLf^
BUILDING AND REMODELLING NEWS
A Weekly Page Devoted To Home Buying, Building And Improving
NOW IS THE TIME TO PREPARE
your home for winter comfort and fuel savings. Insulate throughout with 
ZONOLITE . . .FIBREGLAS or GYPROC WOOL Insulation . . , Foam 
Rubber Strip for doors and installation of storm windows and doors.
You'll find all sour needs at the store and a wealth of expert advice 
and guidance lor iriKyour problems . . . Come in and sec us now, dont 
leave it until the cpld weather is with us.
W m . HAUG  &  Son
1335 WATER ST. LTD. PHONE 2023 and 2066
How To Give A Shovel The Old Heave-Ho 
RELAX WITH AUTOMATIC GAS HEAT
Put that shovel right out 
of your life. Automatic gas 
beat lets you take it easy.
And the best part is, we 
can instal a modern furnace 
NOW. No waiting, no fuss.
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE . . . CHOOSE A
D A Y  &  N IG H T  G A S  F U R N A C E
WiGHTMAN PLUMBING and HEATING
256 LAWRENCE AVE. PHONE 3122
THE BIG 2 ^
floofcoi/ering
se tee tione  
L ^ o o d Q u ^ H y  
a  fair Prices
Come In And See The New Designs
OR . / .  phone us and a representative will call with samples, 
at your convenience, to help you choose the right type of floor 
covering, in the right color, at the right price to add beauty 
and comfort to your rooms.
FLOR-LAY SERVICES LTD.
The most completely stocked floor furnishing store in the Interior 
524 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 3356
MODERN LIVING NEEDS MODERN WIRING
T E L L  u s  W H E R E  Y O U  W A N T  TH EA d
WE INSTALL 
OUTLETS ANYWHERE
Pick your own spots for additional out­
lets. Let our licensed electricians install 
them safely and to your complete satis­
faction. From minor repairs to major 
projects, all our work is guaranteed, and 
at reasonable prices.
Ask for an estimate.
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All that is necessary for com­
fortable living is provided in 
this three bedroom non-base­
ment home. Inside fireplace for 
attractive arrangement of fur­
niture . . . planter at the front 
door to give impression of entry 
hall and add imeresi to the liv­
ing room . . . storage provided 
in carport (complete the car­
port to make it into a garage!
. . . inside storage off the 
utility room . . . plenty of cup­
board room in kitchen, and
ample space for family dining. 
Large closets in each of the 
bedrooms. All designed to con­
form to the NHA small homes 
loan regulations—or you could 
finance this practical home on 
your own.
EARLY MEDICINE
Among the earliest records of 
definite surgical t r a i n i n g  are 





Enclosed please find 25 cents for which send me 
booklet “Select Home Designs.”
NAME ............................. .— -----------... . . .— ...................
ADDRESS__ ______ ........---------------------------- ------------ -
FIRST AID TO 
AILING HOUSE
By ROGER C. WHITMAN
REMOVING STUBBORN PAINT
QUESTION: We are removing 
all the paint from white pine 
woodwork. Tlicre are about seven 
layers to be taken off. We have 
found little difference between 
different brands of paint remov­
ers; all get the top layers off, 
but when we try to remove the 
bottom layer, the paint just pulls 
and smears. Some of the paint is 
embedded in the grooves of the 
wood. Wc also tried steel wool 
land sandpaper, but to no avail.
Is there something we can get to 
finish the paint removal, so that 
we can varnish the wood?
ANSWER: 1 recommend your 
getting an electric sanding ma­
chine to finish the paint removal 
job. Many paint and hardware 
dealers have a rental service for 
such sanding machines.
PAINTING WOODEN FLOOR 
QUESTION:We are planning to 
rebuild a small wooden back 
porch. Last fall wc built new 
steps, painted them with alumin­
um and two coats of porch and 
deck paint. The steps are prac­
tically bare now. Is there a bet­
ter way to refinish the wooden 
floor?
ANSWER: You probably ne- 
dected to paint the underside of 
the steps to prevent absorption of 
ground moisture. Be sure to p r^  
vide ample ventilation and air 
circulation under the floor and 
steps of the porch. It there is a 
great deal of moisture from the 
ground, cover with moisture-and- 
vapor-proof paper or polyethylene 
plastic strips, overlaoping sheets 
Et least 6 inches. If the ground is 
level, lay rocks over overlaps to 
seal: otherwise seal with asphalt 
roofing cement. For the woollen 
floor, paint the boards all over 
before laying them to prevent 
absorption of moisture: the floor 
will last longer. Paint the under­
side of floor and steps with alu­
minum paint.
PAPERING NEW PLASTER
QUESTION: We did some re­
modeling that involved rcplaster- 
ing a wall. Now we would like to 
apply waUpaper to the wall. How 
long must we wait? Does the^pla- 
ster require any treatment first?
ANSWER: It is advisable to 
wait about two months to allow 
the plaster to dry out thoroughly. 
Before wallpapering, a coat of
‘ rrliiA ciTintt cHnnlH Hp flnnlicd.
To Make Your Dreams Come True
Call Us For Whatever You Have In Mind
A large picture window for your livingroom or kitchen. 
Beautify your floors with colorful, glamorous tile or gleam­
ing hardwood. Enjoy the convenience of modern anckefficient 
kitchen with built-in cupboards, and for sure . . .  modernize 
that outdated bathroom.
DON’T FORGET that most important and often neglected part of your home 
. . .  THE BASEMENT . . . Walls and floors Parged and Waterproofed . . . 
Recreation Rooms built.
“The Cost is so Reasonable”
VALLEY BUILDING MATERIALS
1095 ELLIS ST. LTD.
PHONE 2422
SOUNDS IMPOSSIBLE . . ,
BUT IT S TRUE
The Selkirk Chimney can be installed 
by the man of the house, without any 
special foundation, bricks or mortar.
It won’t rust either, because its outer 
casing is aluminum, and the inner flue 
is stainless stee l. . . True also is the fact 
that you can go for ten years without 
having the flue cleaned . . . Why not see 
it for yourself.
1 . ' ■
ExcIurItc Dealer In Kelowna for Selkirk 
Chliinney and PlUsburgh Paint
For Comforts Sake . . .
INSULATE
F i m u G i . A s
WONT BURN . . . WONT ROT . . , 
WONT SETTLE
You'd never believe what a difference It 
could make to your all-ycar.round comfort 
. . . when you in.sulalc with Fibreglas. Pays 
for itself in the money it .saves on fuel too.
Interior Builders Market Ltd.
Vernon Rond Kelowna 3236
\ , I
Let us give your 
Old Suite a 
“face lift”
UPHOLSTERY
n io N E  « B ii
Check This Page
For Needed






' A t Reasonable Prices
C O N T R A C T O R S  -  A R C H IT E C T S
HERCULITE
THE NEW COATED AGGREGATE FOR LIGHT WEIGHT 
CONCRETE WITH HEAVY DUTY STRENGTH
IS AVAILABLE NOW
For that special contract that specifics a light weight cement, but with 
strong structural properties, wc strongly suggest the use of Hcrculitc. 
Used extensively in the Okanagan Bridge and the building of suspended 
floors in modern style homes, this product is the answer to weight problems, 
Wc will suply cither in a Ready Mix or loose for your own mixing.
Exclusive In the Okanagan
BENTALL'S LTD.
1131 E M JS ST. PHONE 2211
WHAT IS THE VALUE 
OF YOUR HOME NOW?
Apart from the satisfaction of living in a home tastefully 
decorated, painting gives you more value for your dollar 
than any ’ other type of home improvement. Preserves, 
beautifies, increases the Real Estate value of your home.
Call Today At
TREADGOLD s*uppnr LTD.
1619 PANDOSY ST. PHONE 2134
MODERN
MILLWORK
A modern Millwork plant to serve you for special 
orders of windows, sash, doors, etc. Door frames, 
window and sash frames, louvres made up ready 
to install. —
Our glazing department can supply, cut, grind and drill any kind of 
glass. Quick service on windows and sash glazing. Platte glass store windows 
' installed by experts.
Class . .  . Screens . .  . Sash . . .  Especially Millwork Windows and 
and Doors . . .  Cabinet Work
KELOWNA MIUW ORK LTD. i
455 SMITH AVE. PHONE 2816
FURNASMAN
W inter Air-Conditioner
Furnasman’s Winter Air Conditioner, attractive to  
look at, compact in size and economical in opera- 
y io n , is engineered in keeping with today’s modern 
home. This unit is also made to order for the older 
home where economy, efficiency and dependability 
arc a must.
•  GUARANTEE: The heat exchanger elcmcnt.s In Fur- 
nasman Gas Furnaces arc guaranteed against burn­




B H O Iiil M  & S
63U IA R V E Y  AVE.
HEATING
r lIO N E 4 « 3 »
•SCREENS
•  GENERAL MILLWORK
•  WINDOWS & FRAMES
•  INTERIOR ' 
REMODELLING
•  BOATS BUILT TO 
YOUR PlAltS
•  BOATS REPAIRED. . .
r em o d elled
HARVEY'S
CABINET SHOP
; for rH doines^o «nd eommercUI 
millwork.'





J . W . BEDFORD LTD.
“W« Movs tho Earlli”
■ ' ,
20Zt BTlBLINa P iA C B  
'' rbeM.4Ul^'> .
